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A B S T R A C T
A series of weaknesses in creativity, research design, and quality of writing continue to handicap energy social
science. Many studies ask uninteresting research questions, make only marginal contributions, and lack in-
novative methods or application to theory. Many studies also have no explicit research design, lack rigor, or
suffer from mangled structure and poor quality of writing. To help remedy these shortcomings, this Review
offers suggestions for how to construct research questions; thoughtfully engage with concepts; state objectives;
and appropriately select research methods. Then, the Review offers suggestions for enhancing theoretical,
methodological, and empirical novelty. In terms of rigor, codes of practice are presented across seven method
categories: experiments, literature reviews, data collection, data analysis, quantitative energy modeling, quali-
tative analysis, and case studies. We also recommend that researchers beware of hierarchies of evidence utilized
in some disciplines, and that researchers place more emphasis on balance and appropriateness in research de-
sign. In terms of style, we offer tips regarding macro and microstructure and analysis, as well as coherent
writing. Our hope is that this Review will inspire more interesting, robust, multi-method, comparative, inter-
disciplinary and impactful research that will accelerate the contribution that energy social science can make to
both theory and practice.
Slippery, indistinct, elusive, complex, diffuse, messy, textured, vague,
unspecific, confused, disordered, emotional, painful, pleasurable, hopeful,
horrific, lost, redeemed, visionary, angelic, demonic, mundane, intuitive,
sliding and unpredictable.
- Professor John Law, describing the practice of social science re-
search methods [1].
1. Introduction
It is surely a “fool’s errand” to try to define quality research in
academia, especially in a field as diverse as energy social science—a
term which we use to describe the broad set of literatures that apply
social science disciplines, perspectives and approaches to the study of
energy, including production, distribution, conversion and consump-
tion. Studies in this area draw upon concepts, methods and theories
from a range of specializations and aim to produce insights that are
relevant to many social problems. For energy social science is not only a
collection of disciplines, but also a social or epistemic community of
scholars, a compendium of methods or ways of doing research, a
collection of related concepts or theories, and a wide set of interrelated
topics.
Clearly, with such diversity and complexity, there is no one-size-fits-
all approach, no “ten easy steps to quality”. However, there are prac-
tices and guidelines that can improve the quality of research, and in-
crease the probability of positive impact. And the applied and socially-
relevant nature of the field is all the more reason to be sure that pub-
lished research answers useful research questions, is rigorous, and is
effectively communicated. In an effort to encourage improvements in
research practice, this Review aims to review and provide guidelines for
enhancing quality under the headings of novelty, rigor, and style.
The field of energy social science aims to address some of our most
urgent and threatening global problems. For example, the International
Energy Agency (IEA) estimates that, if society is to have a reasonable
(> 66%) chance of avoiding dangerous climate change, global energy-
related carbon emissions must peak by 2020 and fall by more than 70%
over the next 35 years, despite growing populations and increasing
affluence around the world [2]. Such deep decarbonisation will require
transformational changes in most of the systems on which industrial
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society depends [3–5]. At the same time, society must address other
challenges such as air and water pollution [6,7], fuel poverty [8–11],
energy insecurity [12–14] and energy injustice [15–17].
With so much on the line, it is worthwhile to pause and reflect on
the state of research—are we producing high-quality studies and are
they contributing to the solution of these real-world problems? A
number of recent papers across fields as diverse as energy, buildings,
transportation, sustainability, the life sciences and geography have
asked similar questions, arguing that while social sciences must play a
larger role in research on these issues [18,19], this research also needs
to improve in terms of rigor (depth), interdisciplinary reach (breadth),
policy-relevance, and the communication of results [20–34].
Unfortunately, evidence suggests that energy social science research
is falling short of the social goal of promoting effective decarbonisation
and frequently falling short of the professional goal of excellence. For a
start, many published studies do not make novel contributions to the
literature, have uninteresting (or poorly written) research questions,
and do not rigorously apply a research design or method. In their survey
of sustainability science, Brandt et al. noted that methods were often
chosen based on the researcher’s familiarity or specialization, rather
than the method’s suitability for a chosen research question [35].
Schmidt and Weight further observe that, within energy studies more
broadly, interdisciplinary work remains rare: “despite the pre-
dominately socio-economic nature of energy demand, such inter-
disciplinary viewpoints – albeit on the rise – are still the minority
within energy-related research” [36]. More generally, an independent
review of the Research Excellence Framework in the United Kingdom
noted that the academic community needed to deliver far more “game-
changing” research that was both policy relevant and high quality [37].
Other more severe critics have attacked academia for publishing
“nonsense” or “utterly redundant, mere quantitative ‘productivity’” -
owing in part to the “publish or perish” incentives created by the re-
search funding system and the criteria for professional promotion [38].
These conditions risk creating “vast amounts of commodified but dis-
posable knowledge,” a sort of “fast food research” void of quality and
nutrition [39].
Aside from lack of relevance or excellence, criticisms have also been
levied at the lack of rigor in academic research. By this, we mean a mix
of carefulness and thoroughness. The simple Oxford definition of rigor
is “the quality of being extremely thorough and careful.” This definition
does not favor a particular research design, objective, discipline or
method. Rather, this definition represents the practice of taking great
care in establishing and articulating research objectives, selecting and
implementing appropriate research methods and interpreting research
results - while at the same time acknowledging omissions and limita-
tions. Donnelly et al. thus define rigor in research as “identifying all
relevant evidence” within the available resources or timeframe [40].
A critique of lacking rigor seems particularly justified in energy
social science, given that an examination of 15 years of peer-reviewed
publications in this field found that almost one-third (29%) of the 4,444
studies examined had no description of an explicit research design—or
method—whatsoever [41]. In the related field of global environmental
governance and politics, a review of 298 articles published over 12
years noted that only 35% included a discussion of, or a justification
for, the research methods employed [42]. Even articles with explicit
research designs can still suffer from flaws. Hamilton et al. note that in
the domain of energy efficiency and buildings: “analysis is often limited
to small datasets and results are not applicable more broadly due to an
absence of context or baselines” [43].
Finally, drawing from our own experience as editors, peer-reviewers
and readers of energy social science, we observe that many articles are
stymied by bad “style” – that is, poor structure, unclear analysis and
difficulties in expression. Even when they make a novel contribution
and employ a rigorous research design, many authors struggle to
communicate clearly due to a lack of care in writing or a lack of fluency
in language. Their papers often lack persuasive or cohesive elements
such as signposts, roadmaps, figures and tables; have many gramma-
tical mistakes and typos; and exhibit a poor standard of written English.
Put another way: many submitted articles are poorly written, and if
they are published they seem destined to have a low impact—even if
the research itself is novel and/or rigorous.
To remedy these tripartite limitations of novelty, rigor, and style,
this Review offers a guide for researchers so they can improve the
quality of their research. We have four objectives:
1 Bring attention to the importance of clearly articulating research
questions, objectives, and designs.
2 Provide a framework for conceptualizing novelty.
3 Suggest codes of practice to improve the quality and rigor of re-
search.
4 Provide guidelines for improving the style and communication of
results.
Our hope is that this Review will contribute to more coherent,
creative, rigorous and effectively communicated research that will en-
hance the contribution that energy social scientists make to both theory
and practice. Our primary audience is researchers in energy social
science, as well as readers who want to evaluate such research. Using
our collective experience, we focus our suggestions on how social sci-
ence research has been applied (and misapplied) to energy-related re-
search questions—though much of this content is relevant to other
social science applications, especially to societal issues such as trans-
port and mobility, or environmental and resource management.
Further, while this Review is intended to be useful for early career re-
searchers, we believe that researchers of all levels can benefit from an
ongoing dialogue about what makes high quality, novel, rigorous and
effective research in our field.
2. Getting started: research questions, frameworks, objectives and
designs
Although the later parts of this Review will explore how to improve
aspects of novelty, rigor, and style, a useful starting point is to consider
four core elements: 1) asking concise, interesting, socially relevant, and
answerable research questions; 2) applying and testing theoretical
constructs or conceptual frameworks; 3) clearly stating research ob-
jectives and intended contributions; and 4) developing an appropriate
research design. Although it is not always a linear process, our flow has
a researcher starting with their research question (demarcating their
topic), moving to discuss how they will approach it or filter data
(theoretical or conceptual lens), identifying specific aims (research
objectives), and explicating a research design (selecting and oper-
ationalizing a particular research method or methods).
Although there is a large element of subjectivity in the sections to
come, our contention is that all good papers should include clear re-
search questions, a clear conceptual or theoretical basis, precise ob-
jectives and an explicit research design. We start with these steps be-
cause, in our experience, their absence is often a fatal flaw.
2.1. Asking socially relevant (and impactful) research questions
With some overstatement, getting the research question(s) right
could be half the work of writing a good paper. The research question
guides a literature review or collection of data, suggests the type of
answers a study can give and provides a strong disciplining device
when writing. Bellemare [44] proposes that good papers contain in-
teresting ideas when they do one of three things: ask a question that has
not been asked before; ask a “Big Question” that affects the welfare of
many people; or ask a question that has been asked before but can be
answered in a better way. For more detailed suggestions for how to
craft research questions, we suggest Hancke’s Intelligent Research De-
sign [45].
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Here, we summarize three tips. First, build your question(s) from
empirical or conceptual material—do “pre-search.” No research ques-
tion can be constructed without reading. All good research questions
are the product of prior engagement with empirical and/or theoretical
material. Second, ensure that your research question(s) are research-
able. Is there reliable and accessible evidence that you can use to an-
swer your question, or is there scope for producing such evidence? Will
this evidence be available to others? Is your question limited in time or
space? Does it have clear enough boundaries and a logical “end” that
you work towards and explain or answer? Or are you chasing a moving
target? Third, ensure that your research question is answerable. A re-
search question needs to be asked in such a way that your expectations
can be wrong (and that you know when they are wrong) and that you
can be surprised. When confronted with reliable evidence, the answer
to the question should be apparent.
Even better is a question that both advances theory and addresses a
relevant social problem, meaning that your question matters to aca-
demia, practitioners and other stakeholders. The typology in Fig. 1
depicts four broad categories of research contribution. Stern et al. warn
that too little research in energy social science falls into “Pasteur’s
Quadrant” of both advancing scientific or theoretical understanding
and being immediately useful at addressing a pressing energy- or cli-
mate-related problem [46]. As Mourik put it recently, “We need sci-
entists that are allowed to work in this in-between space, a boundary
space between research and practice” [47]. Similarly, O’Neil and her
colleagues write that more problem-driven research is needed that
confronts social or environmental issues, rather than merely describing
them [48]. Thus, asking socially relevant questions can facilitate
broader social impact, something elaborated more in Box 1.
Crafting research questions in this way can make a study socially-
and policy-relevant by design, helping to ensure relevant insights for
policymakers, practitioners, managers and/or other stakeholder groups.
Under this logic, research is not only an art or craft, but a civic duty. We
argue that more applied research is needed in the field of energy social
science, that researchers should think about policy/practitioner appli-
cations when developing their research objectives, and that, where
appropriate, researchers should seek to integrate practitioners directly
into the research process.
2.2. Engaging with theory and conceptual frameworks
Separate from an abundance of possible research questions, there is
no shortage of conceptual frameworks, analytical frameworks and
theories available to the scholar (terms that we use interchangeably,
while acknowledging the literature on the differences between). The
selection of theory can also flow from a “paradigm,” a worldview or
way of interpreting reality [50].
There are many excellent reviews of these theories available. For
example, reviews relevant to energy social science include:
• Edomah et al.’s comparison of the theoretical perspectives related to
energy infrastructure [51];• Jackson’s review of theories for consumer behavior and behavioral
change [52];• Kern and Rogge’s survey of theories of the policy process and their
relevance to sustainability transitions [53];• Peattie’s catalogue of theories relating to values, norms, and habits
associated with “green consumption” [54];• Scheller and Urry’s survey of sociotechnical transitions, social
practice theory and complexity theory for transport and mobility
researchers [55];• Sovacool and Hess’s survey of 96 theories, concepts, and analytical
frameworks for sociotechnical change (including energy transitions)
[56];• Wilson and Dowlatabadi’s analysis of decision-making frameworks
relevant to energy consumption [57].
As these theoretical reviews emphasize, different theories may be
more or less suitable for different types of research question and may
also have varying and sometimes incompatible foundational assump-
tions. Rather than dive into the many specific theories relevant to en-
ergy social science, we instead indicate some of the most important
dimensions and features of those theories, and how these shape re-
search questions, objectives and designs.
One way of classifying theories is to identify their underlying
paradigm, that is, their assumptions about the nature of reality (on-
tology), the status of knowledge claims about that reality (episte-
mology) and the appropriate choice of research methods. For example,
Table 1 highlights the assumptions associated with three broad
Fig. 1. A typology of energy social science research contributions.
Note: Research in the top right-hand quadrant (shaded) is the most impactful, but also rare.
Source: Authors, modified from Stern et al. [49].
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paradigms or philosophies of science - positivism, interpretivism and
critical realism. Theories in the positivist paradigm assume that reality
is objective, focus upon generating and testing hypotheses and are well
suited to quantitative research methods such as multivariate regression.
In contrast, theories in the interpretive paradigm assume that reality is
(at least partly) subjective, focus upon uncovering the meaning actors
give to events and are well suited to qualitative research methods such
as participant observation. Critical realism is a more recent philosophy
of science that partly reconciles these different perspectives and is
consistent with both quantitative and qualitative research methods.
Some theories align closely and explicitly with one of the paradigms in
Table 1, while others are more ambiguous, or combine elements from
more than one perspective.
A second way of classifying theories is to identify their primary
focus, namely: agency, structure or discourse - or a hybrid of these. As
Table 2 indicates, agency-based theories prioritize the autonomy of the
individual, and thus tend to emphasize individual behaviors and beliefs.
For example, Karl Popper [59] famously recommended that “…all so-
cial phenomena, and especially the function of all social institutions,
should always be understood as resulting from the decisions, actions,
attitudes etc. of human individuals, and….we should never be satisfied
by an explanation in terms of so-called ‘collectives’….” In contrast,
structural theories emphasize the opposite: macro-social relationships
and technological infrastructures that constrain the autonomy of people
and organizations. In contrast to both, discursive theories shift the focus
away from individual choice and social structure and towards more
cultural factors such as language and meaning. Again, different theories
give differing degrees of emphasis to these factors, and many occupy a
hybrid space, emphasizing the complex interactions among agency,
structure, and discourse (sometimes called “relational” or “processual”
theories) [60,61]. Multilevel frameworks often sit within this hybrid
category.
Whereas the first four types of theories in Table 2 are inherently
descriptive or explanatory, a fifth type of theory is normative and at-
tempts to assess whether a technology, practice, policy or other unit of
analysis is a net positive or negative for society or individuals. To do so,
normative theories often rely on criteria set by ethics, moral studies,
social justice or political ecology. Put another way, the first four the-
ories are about explanation, whereas normative theories are about
evaluation.
A third way of classifying theories is to identify their particular
assumptions about human behavior and decision-making (Table 2).
These approaches range from those subscribing to a rational actor
model that sees people as basing decisions on reasons, utility or logic to
more complex theories incorporating broader dimensions such as atti-
tudes, beliefs, morals, habits, and lifestyles. These dimensions are not
mutually exclusive, but different theories vary in the relative emphasis
given to each and hence may be more or less useful in explaining
particular behaviours and decisions.
A final caveat to engaging with theory—especially within the po-
sitivist paradigm—is managing the tension between specificity and
generalizability, as well as between parsimony and complexity [65].
Jackson notes that more complex theories can aid conceptual under-
standing but can be difficult to use in practice—for instance they are
poorly structured for empirical quantification or surveys [66]. Less
complex theories can be easier to test but may hinder comprehension
by omitting key variables and relationships. Sartori found this to be the
case in politics and international relations: as one moved up a ladder of
Box 1
Research impact.
Admittedly a prosaic concept, research impact can be roughly divided into academic and non-academic dimensions. Academic research
impact is often (over)simplified to mere citations—an impactful article is well cited and utilized by others, with citation counts being
offered by Google Scholar, Scopus, or ISI Web of Science. Other forms of academic impact include downloads (via the journal, an in-
stitutional or personal website, or online platform such as the Social Science Research Network or ResearchGate), requests for con-
sultancies, and invitations to present work at academic conferences or media events. The Research Excellence Framework, or REF, in the
United Kingdom categorizes academic impact according to five classifications: four star (quality that is world-leading in terms of its
originality, significant and rigor), three star (quality that is internationally excellent but which falls short of the highest standards of
excellence), two star (quality that is recognized internationally), one star (quality that is recognized nationally), and unclassified (quality
that falls below the standard of nationally recognized work).
The REF defines non-academic impact as “an effect on, change or benefit to the economy, society, culture, public policy or services,
health, the environment or quality of life, beyond academia.” Typically, non-academic impacts arise when research directly informs
national debates in parliament (or relevant political bodies), affects policy and regulation, influences how the private sector operates,
connects with legal testimony and ongoing court decisions, and/or shapes national discourse via the broader mass media. Non-academic
impacts are typically more difficult to both achieve and demonstrate.
Source: Authors, modified from REF documents.
Table 1
Differing paradigms in energy social science research.
Source: Based on Mingers et al. [58].
Positivism Interpretivism Critical realism
Ontology Independent and objective reality Socially constructed reality Objective, stratified reality consisting of surface-level events
Causality indicated by constant
conjunctions of empirical events
Multiple realities possible Real entities with particular structures and causal properties
Epistemology Knowledge generated by discovering
general laws and relationships that have
predictive power
Knowledge generated by interpreting subjective
meanings and actions of subjects according to
their own frame of reference
Knowledge generated by process of “retroduction,” used to create
theories about the entities, structures and causal mechanisms that
combine to generate observable events
Emphasis on prediction Emphasis on interpretation Emphasis on explanation
Methodology Specific, deductive hypothesis-testing
Emphasis on generalizability
Quantitative methods, such as
experiments, surveys and statistical
analysis of secondary data
Exploratory, inductive, theory-generating
Emphasis on depth rather than generalizability
Qualitative methods, such as ethnographies and
case studies
No preference for a particular method - choice depends upon the
research question and the nature of the relevant entities and
causal mechanisms Mixed methods encouraged
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abstraction, scope, purpose and concepts change to become more
general but less robust [67]. Azjen adds that theories have scopes—-
some (such as his Theory of Planned Behavior) have to be adapted to
each study or application, whereas others (such as Value Belief Norm
theory) can use concepts and measures that apply across a large range
of dependent variables [68].
The point here is that good studies not only employ a relevant
theory or conceptual framework; they acknowledge its analytical em-
phasis, its underlying ontological and epistemological assumptions, its
degree of complexity or abstraction and the strengths and limitations
that result.
2.3. Stating research objectives
In addition to selecting research questions and theoretical frame-
work(s), the rigorous researcher must also clearly articulate the re-
search objectives. As concisely summarized by Babbie [69], researchers
should aim to (1) specify as clearly as possible what they want to find
out, and (2) determine the best way to do it. This entails providing a
concise statement of exactly what the researcher aims to do in a par-
ticular study—what should prove to be the guiding statement for the
eventual considerations and details of the specific research design. In
our experience, one to four objectives are appropriate for a standard
journal article, and we encourage researchers to clearly state these
objectives at the end of their introduction section, and to continually
reflect back on them throughout the article. We distinguish objectives
from more general research questions (most often stated in qualitative
or intepretivist research approaches), and more specific hypotheses
(most often stated in quantitative, positivist research approaches).
Consider these oversimplified examples that draw from an appli-
cation of value theory:
• Research Question: What consumer traits or motivations are asso-
ciated with interest in electric vehicles?• Research Objective: Determine which values are associated with in-
terest in electric vehicles by estimating discrete choice models using
choice data collected from a sample of UK car buyers.• Research Hypothesis: Interest in electric vehicles is positively asso-
ciated with higher levels of biospheric and altruistic values.
Well-articulated research objectives will communicate the type of
analysis that is needed and the intended novelty of the contribution. As
described by Babbie [70], the objective may be to: (1) “explore” new
research categories or relationships; (2) “describe” or observe the state
of something (e.g. reporting frequencies of citizen support for a given
climate policy); or (3) “explain”, typically meaning looking for caus-
ality through statistical analysis, experimental design or perhaps nar-
rative analysis.
Similarly, the research objectives must also communicate the in-
tended scholarly contribution of the research, which might be theore-
tical (developing or contributing to new theory or testing existing
theory), methodological (developing or contributing to new methods)
or empirical (new applications of existing methods or theories, or new
types of evidence)—issues we explore in Section 3. A given study can be
publishable if there is clear novelty in at least one of these categories,
and sometimes in two. Only rare and exceptional papers make con-
tributions across all three—and attempts to do so can lead to confusion
or incoherence.
Further, in an interdisciplinary field, rigorous researchers know that
their objectives must somehow communicate the paradigm that is
guiding their inquiry, that is, the underlying assumptions (often dis-
cipline-specific) about the nature of reality, how the researcher inter-
acts with reality and the appropriate methods to use [71]. While nu-
merous paradigms exist, we focus here on the very broad dichotomy
between the positivist paradigm, which emphasizes quantitative re-
search methods, and the intepretivist paradigm, which emphasizes
qualitative research methods. As noted above, quantitative methods are
not just about numbers, but rather stem from a paradigm that empha-
sizes hypothesis testing, large and representative sample sizes, statis-
tical analyses, prediction, generalization and the objectivity of the re-
searcher—notions dominant in disciplines such as social psychology,
economics, and American political science. In contrast, qualitative ap-
proaches could be characterized as theory or hypothesis generating,
rather than hypothesis testing, and focus more upon understanding,
meanings, interpretation, social construction and the subjectivity of the
researcher [72]. These notions are dominant in disciplines such as an-
thropology, sociology, and European political science. These two broad
paradigms (and associated disciplines) are associated with different
rules, standards and guidelines so it is important for researchers to
communicate the nature of their research objectives—at a minimum
Table 2
Differing focus and behavioral assumptions of theories in energy social science.
Source: Authors, modified from [62–64].
Focus Assumptions relevant to energy social science Examples of research themes
Theoretical emphasis
Agency Individuals have autonomy, behavior is at least partially driven
by individual characteristics
Exploring the role of individual beliefs, attitudes and preferences in energy use
Structure The macro-social, technological, or political environment
determines (or prevents) energy systems stability and change
Exploring the positions of firms in an industry, the self-perpetuation of energy-
using “practices”, or relations between energy systems and the natural
environment
Discourse Energy decisions are mediated through language, symbolism,
narratives, rhetorical visions, and discursive coalitions
Exploring the visions around hydrogen fuel cells or small modular reactors,
revealing the narratives of fossil fuel incumbents
Hybrid Energy decisions and policies occur across the categories of
agency, structure, and discourse/meaning
Exploring the accelerated diffusion of new automobiles (involving drivers,
policies, and marketing messages)
Normative Energy systems can exert a distinct net positive or negative
impact on society
Exploring the distribution of energy related externalities, or the fairness and due
process of energy permitting decisions
Behavioural assumptions
Rational actor (and
variations)
Actors are deliberative, knowledgeable, and possess well-
defined, stable preferences
Elicitation of preferences and valuation regarding goods and behavior
Attitudes-beliefs Behavior is shaped by attitudes, beliefs and values Exploring associations between attitudes or beliefs and behavior
Morals and norms Behavior is driven by norms about what is right, or what others
want
Exploring associations between norms and behavior
Habits Many behaviors are routinized and engaged in without conscious
deliberation
Exploring the role of context and structure in behavior
Lifestyle and identity Behavior and beliefs are shaped by (and shape) worldview,
identity, and social interactions
Exploring identity and behavior; understanding processes of social influences
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whether they intend to generate theory or hypotheses (or explore new
categories), or to test theories and hypotheses (to quantify the size,
nature or relationships of existing or new categories).
In short, the nature of the objectives will determine what types of
methods, analysis and interpretations are appropriate—which leads
into research design which we discuss next.
2.4. Explicating a research design
Our final suggestion is that every article ought to have a clearly
articulated research design—this ensures the conceptual frameworks
are operationalized, research questions are answered, objectives are
met and/or hypotheses are tested. In very simple terms: a research
method refers to a technique for gathering or analyzing data (e.g. the
categories we outline next), while a research design is how exactly such
a method, or methods, become executed in a particular study. The goal
of a research design should be to provide enough detail to make the
study transparent, helping readers to assess the study in light of the
stated research objectives, while facilitating replicability.
In energy social science, most research designs use one of the seven
categories summarized in Table 3 – or some combination thereof. Note
that any taxonomy of research methods will give inadequate attention
to some methods while missing others altogether—our taxonomy is
merely an attempt to summarize the dominant categories within energy
social science. Table 3 identifies the disciplines most associated with
each of the seven research methods, describes their key elements,
summarizes their research cultures and sketches out codes of practice
for rigor. The table omits research designs using multiple or mixed
methods, which we discuss further in Section 3.2. However, even where
multiple methods are used in a single study, each individual method
ought to follow the codes of practice summarized Section 4.
As Table 3 implies (and as noted in the previous section) the two
general “classes” of research method—quantitative (surveys, statistics,
modeling) and qualitative (interviews, focus groups, observation, case
studies)—have different strengths and weaknesses. Quantitative
methods are best for testing hypotheses or quantifying relationships
(e.g. correlation), while qualitative methods are best for exploratory
studies or accessing more in-depth information, such as how social
actors construct meaning. Different methods may in turn be associated
with different degrees of consensus (convergence) or debate (diver-
gence) about what constitutes rigor. These tradeoffs and tensions will
become more apparent as we examine codes of practice in Section 4,
but here we offer a brief summary of each method category.
2.4.1. Experiments and quasi-experiments
Experiments involve human participants and seek to test for causal
relationships between variables, while isolating the study or relation-
ship from (or controlling for) other potentially influential variables
[75,76]. “True experimental designs” are distinguished by: a) random
selection and/or assignment of participants; and b) researchers having
control over extraneous variables [77]. In contrast, quasi-experimental
designs seek to identify the causal effect of some treatment or effect, but
lack random assignment to treatment groups [78,79]. In some cases
(“natural experiments”) the experimental conditions are outside the
control of the investigators, but nevertheless provide sufficient degree
of control to permit causal inference. Experimental and quasi-experi-
mental designs can be implemented in “lab” or “field” settings, as well
as via trials, games, and simulations.
2.4.2. Literature reviews
A literature review is a compilation and integration of existing re-
search, typically with the aim of identifying the current state of
knowledge and specific research gaps. The relevant evidence may in-
clude both peer-reviewed and grey-literature. Reviews typically involve
repeated searches of databases using specific keywords in order to
identify large bodies of evidence. Depending upon the research
question(s), the search may impose relatively narrow criteria for in-
clusion, or much wider criteria that allows consideration of different
research designs and types of evidence [80,81]. As discussed later, we
distinguish between three broad types of literature review: meta-ana-
lysis, systematic review, and narrative review.
2.4.3. Surveys and data collection
Survey methods involve data collection using a survey instrument or
structured questionnaire with a sample of respondents from a relevant
target population. Surveys are used extensively within many social
science disciplines, but both the practices and norms associated with
implementing surveys and the interpretation of results can differ be-
tween those disciplines.
2.4.4. Data analysis and statistics
Quantitative data analysis typically utilizes statistical techniques,
though norms of implementation can again vary between social science
disciplines, as can the relative use of specific techniques (e.g. MANOVA
versus multivariate regression). This divergence results in part from
variations in the type of data that is commonly used. For example,
social psychology relies heavily upon primary data collected via ex-
periments or surveys, which provide good controls for confounding
variables. In contrast, economics makes greater use of secondary data
sources such as government statistics, which can be incomplete or non-
existent for some variables, and can be prone to measurement and other
errors.
2.4.5. Quantitative energy models
Energy modeling includes techniques that quantitatively represent
and analyze the technical, economic and (to a lesser degree) social
aspects of energy systems, typically in a forward-looking manner [82].
These models may focus upon energy demand (e.g. vehicle stock
model), energy supply (e.g. linear programming model of electricity
generation) or whole energy systems; their scope may range from the
very narrow (e.g. electricity distribution within a single city) to the very
wide (e.g. the global energy system); they may utilize a range of be-
havioral assumptions (e.g. full or bounded rationality) and mathema-
tical techniques (e.g. systems dynamics, agent based); and they may be
integrated to a greater or lesser degree with broader economic models.
Energy models are widely used to explore socially-relevant questions,
such as how changes in income, technology or policy may shape energy
consumption and carbon emissions over time, and what future energy
systems may look like [83–85]. For the most part, all modeling ex-
ercises boil down to translating a series of assumptions into mathe-
matical form (equations, algorithms, parameters) and then testing the
logical consequences of those assumptions.
2.4.6. Qualitative research
Qualitative research designs cover a range of techniques for col-
lecting and analyzing data about the opinions, attitudes, perceptions
and understandings of people and groups in different contexts.
Qualitative research methods differ according to the nature of data
collection, as well as the means of analyzing that data. In energy social
science, the most popular approaches to qualitative data collection tend
to be semi-structured interviews, focus groups, direct observation,
participant observation and document analysis [86–88]. What each of
these methods has in common is that they are inductive and exploratory
by nature, seeking to access a particular perspective in depth, rather
than to test a specific hypothesis.
2.4.7. Case studies and cross-case comparisons
A final common research design is a case study, which is an in-depth
examination of one or more subjects of study (cases) and associated
contextual conditions. Case studies can use both quantitative and
qualitative research techniques. George and Bennet define a case study
as a “detailed examination of an aspect of a historical episode to
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develop or test historical explanations that may be generalizable to
other events” [89], while Yin defines it as “an investigation of a con-
temporary phenomenon within its real-life context when the bound-
aries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident” [90].
Rather than using statistical analysis of data from a large sample, case
study methods often involve detailed, longitudinal assessments of single
or multiple cases - which may be individuals, groups, organizations,
policies or even countries [91,92].
3. Promoting theoretical, methodological, and empirical novelty
This section of the review focuses on novelty: how to produce re-
search that is original, fresh, or even exciting and unexpected. Studies
can typically be classified by their primary form of novelty or con-
tribution to the literature. Although this will vary, studies generally fall
into one of three types:
• Theoretically-novel articles contribute to creating, testing, criti-
quing, or revising some type of academic concept, framework or
theory;• Methodologically-novel articles focus on the research process itself
and include testing, revising or developing new research methods;• Empirically-novel articles reveal new insights through new appli-
cations of existing methods and theories (e.g. to different regions,
contexts or research questions), as well as through analysis of new
types of evidence or data.
For the most part, articles that fit into the third category are more
numerous—there tend to be far more applications of existing theories
and methods than developments of new ones. Further, there is clearly
overlap in these categories; e.g., a theoretically-novel article will fre-
quently include some empirical novelty as well. The following sections
describe each of categories in turn. In our experience, an article that
does one of these three things well is sufficient. Seeking objectives that
cross two can be better, but doing all three is overambitious and likely
to lead to confusion rather than clarity.
3.1. Theoretical novelty: create, synthesize, or test theories
Theoretically novel studies can create, apply, advance, test, com-
pare or critique concepts or theories. Here we briefly demarcate three
types of theoretical novelty: inventing theories, synthesizing theories,
and triangulating theories.
3.1.1. Theoretical invention
Perhaps the most rare (and difficult) is theoretical invention or in-
novation. Scholars can sometimes develop new frameworks (invention)
or further elaborate and advance existing theories (innovation).
Prominent examples relevant to energy social science would be the
initial papers that presented “technological innovation systems” (with
its emphasis on the functions of innovation systems) [93–95] and “so-
cial practice theory” (with its emphasis on materials, competencies,
meanings, and connections) [96,97]. In both cases, the motivation for
doing so was the perceived limitations of existing theories for ex-
plaining the phenomena in question.
3.1.2. Theoretical synthesis
Theoretical synthesis attempts to integrate existing theories or
concepts into a new conceptual framework. For example, the Unified
Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) model in-
tegrates concepts from psychology, technology studies, economics, and
innovation studies [98]. Similarly, the “Multi-Level Perspective” (MLP)
on sociotechnical transitions (with its emphasis on niches, regimes, and
landscapes) integrates ideas from evolutionary economics (e.g., varia-
tion and selection, path dependence, lock-in), science and technology
studies (e.g. actor-networks, social constructivism) and various
traditions within sociology (e.g. structuration, social practices, social
expectations) [99–101]. At a more conceptually focused level, Axsen
and Kurani integrate aspects of Rogers’ Diffusion of Innovations with
theories of social networks, comformity, and translation (such as Actor
Network Theory and Social Construction of Technology) to create a
“reflexive layers of influence” herustic to assess low-carbon consumer
behaviour and social networks [102,103]. One must take care when
syntheizing, however, to ensure that the theories being integrated are
complementary and have commensurate underlying assumptions
[104,105], and that the resulting framework is not overly complex.
3.1.3. Theoretical triangulation
Theoretical triangulation refers to the comparison, evaluation and/
or testing of multiple theories or concepts [106]. This involves com-
paring a number of theories to see which best explain a particular set of
empirical observations. One classic example from political science ex-
plained a single event, the Cuban Missile Crisis, through three different
theories: Realism or Rationalism; Organizational or Institutional
Theory; and Bureaucratic Politics and Negotiation [107]. A more recent
study in the domain of energy and social science sought to explain the
consumer adoption of residential solar PV systems in the United States
by testing the validity of concepts from Rogers’ Diffusion of Innovation
theory, Azjen’s Theory of Planned Behavior, and Dietz and Stern’s
Value-Belief-Norm Theory [108]. Similarly, Ryghaug and Toftaker tri-
angulate Social Practice Theory with Domestication Theory to explain
electric vehicle adoption in Norway [109]; while Sovacool et al. com-
pare the MLP, the Dialectical Issue Lifecycle Theory, and Design-Driven
Innovation to explain the obstacles to electric vehicle diffusion in
Denmark and Israel [110]. Such theoretical triangulation can reduce
bias in theory selection and improve theoretical constructions through
critical reflection [111]. It can also help researchers select the most
appropriate analytical tools for their research question, properly credit
those who contributed towards the development of theory, and avoid
dogmatic adherence to particular ideas that can stifle both conceptual
advancement and communication between disciplines [112].
3.2. Methodological novelty: develop novel or cutting edge methods
Another category of novelty applies to papers where the primary
contribution is to develop a research method that is new, or modified
from a conventional version or combined with other methods in a new
way. Given the size and diversity of the energy social science research
community (spanning many disciplines and research designs), together
with the dynamic nature of research methodology (new approaches and
techniques are continually emerging), it is impossible to present an
exhaustive or even representative list of state-of-the-art methods. In
some cases, this type of novelty can involve taking methods from one
discipline or area and attempting to make it “better,” such as mixing it
with other methods. In other cases, novelty can involve utilizing
methods that are “new” and only beginning to emerge among aca-
demics more generally. To illustrate, we summarize three examples of
novel methods in our field: multiple methods, longitudinal research and
behavioral realism.
3.2.1. Multiple or mixed methods
A first example of methodological novelty is the use of “multiple
methods” or “mixed-methods”. The first term is more general and refers
simply to any research design that uses or blends several different
methods (e.g. semi-structured interviews and media analysis). The
second term is more specific and refers to the integration of quantitative
and qualitative research methods in a single study [113,114]. There is
much debate about how to best implement mixed-methods [115],
though in practice the most popular approach has been to combine
quantitative surveys with qualitative interviews [116]. Creswell pro-
vides a typology of mixed-methods approaches, which vary in the se-
quence and intention of integration, with the most suitable approach
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being one that is best matched to the research objective [117]. The term
“methodological triangulation” is used to describe the use of multiple
methods to view a given social phenomenon through multiple per-
spectives [118], though the term triangulation has become con-
troversial in some disciplines due to the potential implication that there
is a single reality to “see” rather than multiple valid, and potentially
very different, perspectives [119]. Effective implementation of multiple
methods can lead to more sophisticated answers to research questions
[120] and can help overcome the limitations of individual research
approaches [121].
3.2.2. Behavioral realism
A second example of methodological novelty is the addition of be-
havioral realism to quantitative energy models. A broad range of such
models have been criticized for lacking realistic assumptions about
behavior, including optimization models that assume that actors are
hyper-rational and fully informed [122]; and agent-based models that
lack an empirical foundation for their assumptions [123]. Behavioral
realism broadly refers to improvements in the representation of agents
or decision-makers in these models, especially consumers, to better
match real-world behavior in the target population—which of course
can vary by region and culture and over time. This realism can come
from the use of empirical data, representation of both financial and
non-financial motivations, and representation of diversity or hetero-
geneity in behaviors and motives. Improving the behavioral realism of
energy models typically involves the combining of methods in some
form, for example via translation of insights from an empirical method
to the model in question [124]. As examples, some recent studies have
sought to improve optimization models by using meta-analysis of be-
havioral studies to estimate parameters representing processes of social
influence [125]; by representing heterogeneity in consumer valuation
of product attributes [126]; and by incorporating “decision-making
heuristics” such as present bias, habit formation and loss-aversion
[127]. For agent-based models, innovative research is exploring how to
use results from surveys, laboratory experiments, case studies and other
sources to inform the selection of model parameters [128–130].
3.2.3. Repeated data collection and longitudinal research
A third example of methodological novelty is approaches to re-
peated data collection and longitudinal research design. While most
surveys and interviews are cross-sectional (accessing respondents at a
single point in time), longitudinal approaches offer the opportunity to
improve the depth and reliability of collected data, as they aim to study
changes in a sample of participants over time. Here, one can distinguish
between “panel” studies that repeatedly survey the same participants,
and “pooled cross-sectional” studies that repeatedly sample the same
population but analyze different cross-sections over time (sometimes
called a “time series cross sectional” study) [131]. Such approaches can
allow more accurate inference of relevant parameters; provide greater
control of confounding variables; facilitate the testing of more com-
plicated behavioural hypotheses; and permit more reliable investiga-
tion of dynamic relationships [132,133]. For example, studies have
shown that interview participants and survey respondents are able to
express more stable preferences for electric vehicles if they have been
given a multi-day trial of that vehicle [134–136]. Panel-type survey
research is benefiting from improvements in information and commu-
nication technologies that make it easier to follow a given respondent
over time [137]. The panel approach in particular comes with many
challenges, including how to minimize and address attrition over time,
and how to mitigate the behavioural effects of repeated surveying, such
as conditioning—which can be costly and time consuming to overcome
[138]. Another novel future direction is the meshing of qualitative
narrative analysis with quantitative longitudinal data [139].
3.3. Empirical novelty: new applications, new data, and new types of
evidence
The final type of research novelty is empirical—where we distin-
guish between new applications, new data, and new types of evidence.
3.3.1. New applications
This category represents the majority of studies in our field: those
that apply existing theories and methods to new applications, such as
new regions, case studies, contexts, or research questions. While such
studies can provide incremental contributions to the testing of theories
or the development of methods, their primary contribution is empirical,
in improving understanding of the relevant topic or application. Such
studies frequently score high on practicality, or the “immediate use-
fulness” dimension of Fig. 1 (above), but trend towards the “Thomas
Edison” rather than “Louis Pasteur” quadrant.
Examples are highly diverse, including: using surveys to apply
identity theory to different types of pro-environmental behaviors [140];
applying an existing technology adoption models to simulate com-
pliance with US fuel economy standards [141]; using transaction cost
economics to understand the conditions for success of energy service
contracts [142]; and applying the MLP to the case of Norwegian electric
vehicle policy [143]. Some empirically-novel studies have no strong
theoretical framework, being primarily descriptive, exploratory, or
grounded in data. For example, such studies may ask: how many Eng-
lish citizens would support a carbon tax? Or how have financial in-
centives influenced the uptake of household solar panels and electric
vehicles? Many empirically-novel studies also tend to be socially-re-
levant by design, seeking to generate immediate insights for policy-
makers, practitioners, managers and other stakeholders.
3.3.2. New data from exceptional groups or populations
Empirical novelty also includes collecting and/or analysing new
types of data; typically such data are either difficult to collect or access
(e.g. lack of sampling frame, high costs, or needs for computing power),
challenging to analyse, or neglected for some other reason (e.g. the
paradigm or common practice in a discipline tends to ignore such
viewpoints). To illustrate, we identify four types of “exceptional” sta-
keholder groups that often prove difficult to access: elites, experts,
small populations (early adopters, venture capitalists), and vulnerable
populations (minorities, indigenous people, the chronically poor). In
some cases, collecting data from such populations can be a novelty it-
self.
Perhaps the most common example of this approach is data col-
lection from elites: people in a position of power, influence or expertise
regarding energy decision-making (as opposed to laypersons, con-
sumers or voters) [144]. Examples of elites include business executives,
heads of state, senior ministers, or senior directors and managers of
energy programs [145]. Elite interviews are especially useful for re-
vealing the motivations and actions behind policy formation and
adoption, although access to the highest levels of politics or policy-
making is often restricted and confidentiality concerns abound [146].
A second category is experts in a particular topic area, which may
include inventors, entrepreneurs, researchers or intellectuals. Sampling
or accessing such experts can be challenging, in particular because it
may not be clear who makes up the target population (where to draw
the boundaries), how to draw a sample, and how to best engage the
sample. The perspective of experts can be accessed using “Delphi”
techniques that can facilitate convergence towards a consensus view on
a topic (e.g. future energy prices or the capabilities of energy storage
technology) [147].
Small populations include, for example, pioneer adopters of low-
carbon technologies [148,149] or venture capitalists [150]. These can
be difficult to access due to small or non-existent sampling frames, yet
their viewpoints can provide an important, often missing contribution
to a given literature.
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Finally, sensitive or vulnerable populations can include the survi-
vors of energy accidents such as those at Chernobyl [151] or Fukushima
[152], indigenous peoples [153–155], children [156], the elderly or ill
[157,158], and the chronically poor [159–161]. Understandably, stra-
tegies for accessing these groups will be completely different from those
for elites and experts, and will require cultural sensitivity and careful
attention to ethics. Nevertheless, despite these added steps and chal-
lenges, it is often critically important for the perspectives of these
groups to be considered in broader theory, research and decision-
making.
3.3.3. New types of evidence
A third category of empirical novelty is new forms of evidence. Here
we use the example of big data - interpreted as “extremely large data
sets that may be analyzed computationally to reveal patterns, trends,
and associations, especially relating to human behavior and interac-
tions” [162]. These datasets may cover large populations, or achieve
high temporal resolution (e.g. second-by-second observations), or both
[163,164]. The data may be generated by people themselves (e.g.
decades of information collected through time-use diaries [165]), but is
more commonly measured automatically by digital technologies such as
smart meters (in homes) [166], load-monitoring devices [167], and GPS
devices (attached to people, phones, vehicles, or vessels) [168,169].
Although not (yet) widely used in energy social science, other sources
of big data that could yield empirical insights are telematics in auto-
mobiles [170], online shopping profiles [171], and social media content
such as Facebook and Twitter [172]. Some applications combine data
sources: for example, Chatterton et al. aggregate data from 70 million
domestic energy meters and vehicle odometers, with the aim of iden-
tifying areas in the United Kingdom with high household and vehicle
energy consumption [173].
Hamilton et al use the term “energy epidemiology” to describe the
use of such data to measure and explain energy demand patterns, and to
predict future changes in energy demand from policy and other inter-
ventions [174]. As they write:
Energy epidemiology is the study of energy demand to improve the un-
derstanding of variation and causes of difference among the energy-
consuming population. It considers the complex interactions between the
physical and engineered systems, socio-economic and environmental
conditions, and individual interactions and practices of occupants.
Energy epidemiology provides an over-arching approach for all the dis-
ciplines involved, where findings from large-scale studies both inform
energy policy while providing a context for conventional small-scale
studies and information input for predictive models [175].
Big data and energy epidemiology therefore open up new oppor-
tunities for exploring the relationships between consumer behavior and
energy use. For example, automatically collected data can avoid the
errors (or cognitive burden) of self-reported behavior, while data on
consumer purchases can provide insights into consumer preferences
while avoiding the limitations of hypothetical, stated choice experi-
ments. But such applications raise complex and important questions
about data privacy, transparency, security and accountability as well as
third-party verification of data quality [176–179].
4. Promoting rigor via codes of practice, hierarchies of evidence,
and appropriate balance
In this section, we focus on rigor: how to strive for careful and
thorough research designs that ensure the research objectives are
achieved. This definition relates to concepts of validity, which are de-
fined in Box 2. We focus our discussion on three lessons:
• The usefulness of codes of practice for our seven research designs,
where we advocate a “fit for purpose” approach.• The limitation of hierarchies of evidence, where some disciplines
emphasize a ladder of approaches.• The need for appropriateness and balance, where studies need not
excel across all criteria.
4.1. Towards codes of practice
Here, we propose some basic “codes of practice” for different re-
search designs—recognizing that the strength of a particular approach
will depend on the context, objectives and research questions. Rather
than offering a definitive checklist, this is more of a “toolbox,” “horses
for courses,” or “fit for purpose” approach to rigor. More detailed
guidelines for each of the research designs can be found in the cited
sources. To be clear, these codes of practice are intended to emphasize
which research designs or methods might be appropriate in particular
settings, but the choice is dictated not only by the codes of practice, but
also by the logic of inquiry and the research objectives.
4.1.1. Experiments and quasi-experiments
Experiments have a long history in disciplines such as social psy-
chology, but have been adopted more slowly in other areas of social
science [184]. In short, they aim to isolate and establish evidence for
the causes of particular effects of interest. “True experiments” and
“randomised controlled trials” (RCTs) in particular are defined by the
randomized assignment of subjects to treatment conditions. Such de-
signs are appropriate for research questions that seek to establish causal
relationships between variables, such as: “do time-of-use electricity
tariffs lead to reductions in electricity consumption?” [185]; or “does
the format and color of energy efficiency labels affect the adoption of
efficient appliances?” [186]. While such relationships are frequently
inferred from non-experimental or “associational” studies, those in-
ferences may be invalid [187,188]. For example, survey data may in-
dicate a positive correlation between reported happiness and reported
engagement in pro-environmental behavior, but the causality may be in
the opposite direction (happier people may engage in more pro-en-
vironmental behavior) or the correlation may result from a third vari-
able that is not observed (e.g. people with more free time may be
happier and more inclined towards pro-environmental behavior). In
order to provide stronger evidence of causation, the defining char-
acteristic of true experiments is that the subjects or participants are
randomly assigned to treatment or control (non-treatment) groups. This
minimizes the risk of selection bias and isolates both the magnitude and
direction of the treatment effect. Experiments are most easily conducted
in laboratory conditions, but extension to the field can allow for ex-
ploration of a broader range of research questions and may provide
greater realism.
True experiments are becoming increasingly popular in social sci-
ence [189], and are commonly seen as the “gold standard” for de-
termining causality [190]. They also benefit from broad consensus on
what constitutes best practice. For example, Bloom [191] provides a
useful overview of experimental designs for different contexts, in-
cluding differing research questions. However, true experiments are not
widely used within energy social science, even in areas where they
appear feasible - such as the evaluation of energy efficiency programs
[192]. This is partly because energy social science asks a wide range of
research questions, only a portion of which can be answered through
experimental designs. But it is also because experiments can be time-
consuming and expensive to conduct (compared to desk-based research,
or a study using a small sample of interview respondents) and can raise
practical and ethical difficulties. For instance, it may not be possible to
randomly withhold subsidies for energy efficiency improvements from
qualifying applicants. True experiments can also have limitations, such
as usage of small or unrepresentative samples, vulnerability to the
Hawthorne effect (where participants behave differently because they
are being observed), difficulties incentivizing replication studies, and a
lack of guidelines for how to increase the reproducibility of results
[193]. Indeed, some argue that experiments must move beyond the bias
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towards Western, educated, industrialized, rich and democratic
(WEIRD) societies [194]. Furthermore, the laboratory setting of most
true experiments is rather artificial, and the results may be difficult to
transpose to real-world settings. Those defending experiments counter
that many of these limitations can be mitigated through either careful
research design or the integration of experiments with other, com-
plementary research methods [195].
Where true experiments are impractical, it may be feasible to em-
ploy a “natural” or “quasi-experimental” research design, that includes
treatment and control groups, but where allocation to those groups is
determined by factors beyond the researchers’ control [196–198]. The
key to success in a quasi-experimental design is to ensure that the as-
signment to treatment or control group is not related to other de-
terminants of the relevant outcome. If successful, this can obviate the
need to specify and control for all confounding variables. Some of the
most common approaches to quasi-experiments are summarized in Box
3.
Quasi-experiments encompass a range of research designs, of
varying degrees of robustness and sophistication. A recent variant uti-
lizes “living laboratories” to provide user-centered social experiments
with the aim of testing a particular technology, solution, idea or policy
in a real-world environment [200–203]. Distantly related examples
include “transition experiments” and “governance experiments”
[204–206]. Still other designs utilize more complex simulations, games,
or competitions [207] to understand bargaining strategies, including
those using the labels of “serious games” [208] (games with a purpose
other than entertainment), “adaptable simulations” (games for
learning) [209], and “gamification” (games for an educational purpose)
[210].
The codes of practice we recommend for experiments and quasi-
experiments include:
1) Clearly specify the experiment’s objectives, type (“true” or “quasi”)
and predicted result or effect [211];
2) Follow best practice for experimental design that aligns with the
research objectives, including selection of sample size, choice of
setting (field versus laboratory) and management of control groups
[212];
3) Ensure recruitment of participants to be as representative as possible
for the purpose at hand [213] (e.g. first year psychology students
may not always be representative);
4) Utilize random assignment where feasible and appropriate, and
where not, follow best practice for quasi-experimental design [214];
5) Acknowledge limitations in external validity, and, where possible,
use a multi-method approach to mitigate those limitations (e.g.
combining with a large, representative survey);
6) Where possible, consider replication or repeated experiments to gain
stronger evidence of causality [215].
4.1.2. Literature reviews
A literature review is a study or compilation of other re-
search—typically of peer-reviewed literature, though non-academic
studies can also be included. We consider three types of review here,
flowing from most to least structured: meta-analysis, systematic re-
views, and narrative reviews (summarized in Table 4). A meta-analysis
combines quantitative results across a set of studies to draw conclusions
about a specific topic of interest. A systematic review aims to provide a
comprehensive, unbiased and replicable summary of the state of
knowledge on a well-defined issue. A narrative review provides an
exploratory evaluation of the literature or a subset of literature in a
particular area. Meta-analyses and systematic reviews can each be
further distinguished between a priori reviews that start with fixed
criteria or search strings that do not change once the search begins, and
Box 2
Defining validity.
Researchers will inevitably be concerned with validity when they design, implement and interpret their study. Broadly speaking, and more
in line with the positivist paradigm, validity relates to whether the result or interpretation is correct. Although the concept is most clearly
applicable to experiments and quasi-experiments [180]—that is, studies of causation or explanation—it is also relevant to other quanti-
tative and qualitative methods [181]. Shadish et al. [182] present four types of validity, the two most commonly discussed of which are
internal and external validity. Internal validity relates whether the observed effects are due to the identified variable(s) and not some other
factors, whereas external validity refers to the generalizability of the study’s results to other groups, contexts or time periods. Researchers
will want to consider both forms of validity within their research design—through considering alternative explanations for what they
observe (internal validity), and assessing how current observations may or may not apply to other contexts (external validity). Hammersley
argues that while concepts of validity are useful, they must be applied differently for different research questions, methods and intentions
for the produced knowledge [183].
Box 3
Quasi-experimental approaches.
Instrumental variables: This involves identifying a variable that is correlated with the treatment variable but otherwise independent of the
outcome. This variable can then be employed within a two-stage least squared (2SLS) regression. The difficulty lies in finding a suitable
variable, since “weak instruments” can lead to bias [199].
Difference in differences: This exploits the availability of “panel data,” where repeated observations are made on two or more groups at
two or more points in time. Neither group receives the treatment in the first period, and only one group receives it in the second period. For
example, the groups could be two (or more) US states, one of which introduces a carbon tax. The approach relies on the assumption that,
after controlling for relevant variables, the outcomes in the two groups would have changed identically in the absence of the treatment.
However, this assumption is not always valid.
Regression discontinuity: This assigns subjects to treatment and control groups according to whether an observed, continuous variable lies
above or below a threshold. For example, the threshold may be that used by regulators to define eligibility for a subsidy scheme. The
variable may or may not be associated with the relevant outcome, but provided the association is smooth, no bias should result.
Non-equivalent control group: This involves matching the subjects in the treatment and control groups as far as possible on the basis of
relevant, observed variables (e.g. energy consumption, building type, location). Given limitations on data, this tends to be the weakest of
the four approaches.
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iterative reviews that modify search strings based on ongoing results,
leading to repeated searches.
Meta-analysis is usually quantitative in nature, involving statistical
analysis of the quantitative results from a series of comparable studies
[216,217]. Aggregate results (or more rarely, individual data) can be
pooled and analyzed with a meta-regression technique that estimates an
overall effect size, while also explaining variations across studies (e.g.
different samples or methods). There are several comprehensive guides
to meta-analysis, which is now an established technique in many fields
[218,219]. While the method is powerful, it is only appropriate for
clear and precise research questions that have previously been ad-
dressed by a large pool of comparable quantitative studies. Put another
way, meta-analyses may not be possible for some study types, and they
do not always yield more useful results (for example if the included
studies are too heterogeneous). Meta-analyses are common in fields
such as medicine, but much less common within energy social science.
There are exceptions, however, such as estimates of energy price elas-
ticities [220], social influence effects for alternative fuel vehicle pur-
chases [221], and the success of demand response programs [222].
Systematic reviews are also very structured, but are more de-
scriptive and can include both quantitative and qualitative evidence.
Such a review usually works in phases, such as: (1) crafting of explicit
research questions; (2) systematically searching the available literature
using defined search terms; (3) using explicit criteria for including or
excluding studies; (4) determining and then executing a coding strategy
or analytical protocol; and (5) analyzing or synthesizing the collected
evidence. Compared to a typical narrative review, a systematic review
aims to use an explicit and replicable research design, ensure compre-
hensiveness in the literature search, and reduce bias in the selection of
studies [223]. Further, most systematic reviews give greater weight to
methodologically rigorous studies, although not all meet this criteria.
Some researchers even suggest that systematic reviews belong at the top
of a list of most rigorous methods. For instance, when discussing re-
views, Khalid et al. state that “reviews should never be done in any
other way” (clearly placing systematic reviews as the method of choice)
[224]. Further, Huebner et al. suggest that there may even be a con-
tinuum of “systematic-ness” in literature reviews, moving up from
purely narrative reviews to systematic reviews, and finally meta-ana-
lysis at the top [225]. Fig. 2 is our own conceptualization of how such a
continuum may look.
Systematic reviews can be applied to topics where both quantitative
and qualitative evidence is relevant, experiments (true or quasi) may or
may not be feasible, researchers are concerned with “what works” in
what context, and multiple and competing factors are at play [228].
Examples of systematic reviews in energy social science include: an
assessment of the cost impacts of intermittent generation on the UK
electricity system [229]; a review of the evidence for a near-term peak
in global oil production [230]; an analysis of the social acceptance of
wind energy in North America [231]; and an analysis of the barriers to
and opportunities of smart meter deployment in the UK [232]. The
main drawback of systematic reviews is that they are resource intensive
and time consuming. Systematic reviews are therefore not optimal in
circumstances when resources are limitied or for fields where evidence
is sparse or patchy[233]. Also, they are more suited to relatively narrow
research questions rather than multidimensional problems; and they
tend to employ an “additive” approach to synthesizing research results
that can neglect the complementary nature of different studies and
perspectives [234]. Further, a systematic review is not guaranteed to be
comprehensive or unbiased—the inclusion and coding of articles is still
sensitive to the researcher’s selection of criteria and concepts.
Narrative reviews are the least structured and most common type of
review, appearing in both review papers and the literature review
sections of research papers. A narrative review synthesizes evidence
familiar to an author on a given topic or theme, and is typified by the
reviews published in Annual Reviews of Environment and Resources. Good
narrative reviews will be comprehensive, and typically require an ex-
perienced author to uncover the nuances and themes of the relevant
literature. The narrative review approach can be particularly useful for
exploratory reviews that seek to synthesize insights from a variety of
perspectives and disciplines, or areas where insufficient data exists to
conduct a systematic review or meta-analysis. Further, a good narrative
review will be organized in a way that is useful and easy to read: for
example, by concept, theme, theory or discipline; or, if appropriate, by
publication date [235–237]. However, narrative reviews typically lack
transparency and replicability, especially if the author uses a “con-
venience” sample with no explicit criteria for inclusion [238]. Thus,
narrative reviews can be more subject to bias compared to other
Table 4
An illustrative summary of three approaches to literature reviews.
Source: Authors.
Approach Appropriate for Limitations
Meta-analysis Statistically aggregating quantitative results from a number of similar studies
to increase the statistical power of tests and the precision of parameter
estimates
Confined to quantitative evidence; does not bring insight into under-studied
topics, or topics with more qualitative focus
Systematic review Explicit and transparent methodology for synthesizing research results,
including: clear specification of research question(s); systematic searching of
the available literature; and applying explicit criteria for the inclusion or
exclusion of studies. May also appraise the quality of included studies using
transparent and standardized criteria.
Time-consuming and resource intensive (compared to a narrative review);
focuses upon a narrow range of questions; biased towards quantitative research
methodologies; unsuitable for addressing complex problems and policies; uses
an “additive” approach to synthesis that neglects the complementary nature of
different studies; narrow scope may prevent more in-depth insights.
Narrative review Exploratory investigation of literature, involving less precise research
objectives, a less systematic approach to article inclusion and allowing more
in-depth qualitative insights to be obtained.
Prone to researcher bias; can selectively miss research; tends to place excessive
reliance on individual studies and pays insufficient attention to methodological
quality.
Fig. 2. A scale of rigorous methods for literature reviews.
Source: Authors, modified from [226,227].
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methods, mainly in the inclusion and exclusion of research and in the
weighting of research evidence - or at least, that bias might be better
hidden.
A final point relevant to all literature reviews is the need for careful
use of citations. Many authors have had the experience of seeing their
work cited, only to discover that their study has been misinterpreted
(slightly or sometimes completely), or mixed-up with another study.
Researchers thus need to be careful with the documentation and or-
ganization of papers and citations, treating these as carefully as their
own data or analyses [239].
The codes of practice we recommend for literature reviews include:
1) Be as explicit as possible about the process of the review you use,
explaining your rationale and approach;
2) Employ meta-analysis when there is a large number of comparable
quantitative studies of the topic and the research questions are
specific, clear and consistent;
3) Utilize systematic reviews to comprehensively summarize and in-
terpret large bodies of quantitative or qualitative evidence on well-
defined research questions, and when sufficient time and resources
are available;
4) Undertake narrative reviews for exploratory and/or multi-
dimensional research questions or when resources are more limited;
5) In all three approaches, be transparent: if applicable, report the
sources/databases covered, the dates and time period examined, the
search term(s) used, the languages searched, and whether any
sampling of results was done (if the population of articles was too
large);
6) Know your citations and references and ensure that you accurately
utilize them.
4.1.3. Surveys and data collection
Surveys are a cornerstone of research in a range of disciplines, some
of which have established criteria for best practice—though these are
not always consistent with each other. Dillman’s “tailored design
method” provides one of the most accepted guides to survey research
and is now in its fourth edition [240]. To set up this discussion, we first
distinguish between the target population (the entire set of “elements” -
such as individuals, households or organisations - that the researcher
wants to learn about), the sampling frame (the list of elements that will
be sampled from, e.g. a phone book or list of motor vehicle registra-
tions), the invited sample (the subset of those elements selected from
the sampling frame), and the realized sample (those that actually
complete the survey and provide usable data). For example, a re-
searcher might want to study a city of one million people (the popu-
lation), and have a list of 100,000 motor vehicle owners (the sampling
frame). They randomly select and invite 5000 of these vehicle owners
(invited sample), and of those, 1000 end up completing the survey
(realized sample). In this example, the response rate is 20% (1000
completes out of 5000 invites)—though researchers can vary in how
they define and calculate response rate, so this should always be ex-
plained.
One key consideration for survey design is the mode employed to
conduct the survey, which can include phone, internet, mail or in-
person, or some blend of these. A number of publications outline the
relative strengths and weaknesses of each, which vary for different
research questions and target populations [241,242]. Internet surveys
have become increasingly popular owing to their low-cost and versa-
tility. Regardless of the survey mode, for many target populations it is
difficult to find an appropriate sampling frame, and to recruit a realized
sample of sufficient size and representativeness to achieve one’s re-
search objectives.
Dillman argues that researchers need to consider and minimize four
types of error that threaten validity, namely: sampling error, coverage
error, non-response error and measurement error. Unfortunately, many
researchers focus almost exclusively on sampling error, which only
describes the lack of precision resulting from selecting a sample rather
than surveying the entire population—often leading to the erroneous
perception that large sample size is the primary or only indication of a
rigorous survey method. Table 5 illustrates the relationship between
population size, sample size and sampling error. For example, consider
a researcher that aims to draw a random sample from a population of
one million, and desires the result of a binary question (e.g. yes/no). If
the researcher expects to have a 50/50 split in responses among re-
spondents (50% yes, 50% no), and wants to know these observed
proportions within a precision level of +/- 3% (at a 95% confidence
level), the study would need a minimum random sample of 1067 re-
spondents. It is this calculation that often leads to 1000 being con-
sidered the “magic number” for desired sample size among survey re-
searchers.
However, the choice of appropriate sample size depends upon the
research question (not to mention researcher resources, and accessi-
bility of the population). Studies with descriptive research questions
(e.g. the percentage of a population that holds a certain belief) may use
Table 5 (or the calculations behind it) to anticipate the degree of pre-
cision a given sample size will attain regarding survey responses. Stu-
dies focusing upon tests of association or causality may employ more
complex calculations, where the appropriate sample size depends upon
the anticipated effect size, the desired significance level, the desired
statistical power of the test and the expected variance of the explained
variable [244,245]. For some causal or experimental studies, a very
small sample size (e.g. n< 20) may be sufficient. Modest sample sizes
(e.g., n< 100) may also be acceptable for studies trying to access a
small population (e.g. a city or region) or the exceptional groups
mentioned in Section 3.3.2. For example, if you want to assess the
percentage of Russian citizens that support nuclear power, you will
need a large, nationally representative sample of respondents. If,
however, you want to undertake an exploratory study of how early
adopters of smart homes in Wales feel about those technologies, a much
smaller sample could be appropriate (e.g. 10–30 households). In all
cases, the sample size needs to be considered in the context of the re-
search objectives and the intended method of statistical analysis.
Despite the importance of sample considerations, we urge survey
researchers to consider and balance efforts to mitigate sampling error
Table 5
The required sample size for obtaining an estimate of specified precision from
different population sizes*.
Source: [243].
Population size Sample sizes for the 95% confidence intervals
+/- 10% +/- 5% +/- 3%
50/50
split
80/20
split
50/50
split
80/20
split
50/50
split
80/20
split
100 49 38 80 71 92 87
200 65 47 132 111 169 155
400 78 53 196 153 291 253
600 83 56 234 175 384 320
800 86 57 260 188 458 369
1000 88 58 278 198 517 406
2000 92 60 322 219 696 509
4,000 94 61 351 232 843 584
6,000 95 61 361 236 906 613
8,000 95 61 367 239 942 629
10,000 95 61 370 240 965 640
20,000 96 61 377 243 1,013 661
40,000 96 61 381 244 1,040 672
100,000 96 61 383 245 1,056 679
1,000,000 96 61 384 246 1,066 683
1,000,000,000 96 61 384 246 1067 683
Note: * by 50/50 or 80/20 expected response split, for a binary question.
Estimated sample sizes for simple random samples that include the finite po-
pulation correction.
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with efforts to minimize the other three categories of error identified by
Dillman [246]. The second category is coverage error, where the sam-
pling frame (e.g. a mailing list) is not fully aligned with the target
population, i.e. it misses certain types of people and/or oversamples
others. For example, a sampling frame of household telephone numbers
would miss households without a telephone, and a traditional phone
book could miss households that only use a cell phone. The third ca-
tegory is non-response error, where those that respond to the invitation
(to become the realized sample) are systematically biased relative to the
target population—say being higher income, older, or having a higher
level of education. For example, a market survey of car buyers inter-
ested in electric vehicles could be more attractive to electric vehicle
enthusiasts—since these are more likely to respond to the survey in-
vitation, the realized sample may be biased. Survey results would then
overestimate consumer interest in electric vehicles. Related to this is
item non-response error, where a particular survey question is ne-
glected by some subset of the realized sample – such as higher income
households being more likely to refuse to report their income (again
biasing the observed distribution of results relative to the target po-
pulation). The final category is measurement error, where the survey
instrument does not record the information that the researcher thinks it
is recording, typically as a result of poor or confusing wording of
questions or response categories. This final category moves beyond the
sample to highlight the importance of careful design and pre-testing of
the survey instrument itself.
In short, a rigorous survey research design should have an appro-
priate sample size, be representative of the target population (for de-
scriptive research) and be effective in communicating questions and
eliciting responses. The complexity of real-world research questions
usually means that all four errors will be present in a survey project to
some degree. However, rigorous survey researchers must address and
manage such risks in their research design (within the limits of avail-
able resources), and report how they have done so in their article.
Thus, we propose the following codes of practice for survey data
collection:
1) Consider and acknowledge the strengths and weaknesses of different
survey implementation and sample recruitment modes (internet,
phone, mail, convenience);
2) Aim to collect an appropriate sample size for the research objectives
and context (achieving an acceptable degree of sampling error);
3) Examine and report how well the sample represents the target po-
pulation (threatened by coverage error or non-response error)—-
especially for descriptive research objectives;
4) Carefully design and pre-test the survey instrument to maximize the
accuracy of responses (minimizing measurement error);
5) Carefully interpret results according to the limitations of the rea-
lized sample.
4.1.4. Data analysis and statistics
Many studies will require statistical analysis of collected data, so
researchers must be able to select the most appropriate statistical
methods, apply those methods effectively and interpret the results
correctly. This requires a firm grounding in statistical methods. The
appropriate choice of method will depend upon:
• The nature of the research objective, which can be exploratory,
descriptive, or explanatory [247]. Exploratory research does not
have clear hypotheses and rarely requires statistical methods. De-
scriptive research simply summarizes the characteristics of the data
(e.g. sample means or proportions) and only requires basic statistics.
Explanatory research searches for relationships among variables,
typically starting with clear hypotheses about those relationships
and often requiring sophisticated statistical analysis. Most analysts
caution against “data-mining,” “p-hacking,” or “reverse-en-
gineering” a paper, where the researcher tests a large number of
models and variables and works backwards to focus on relationships
they find significant. But some traditions – such as the general-to-
specific methodology in econometrics – view such approaches more
favorably [248–250].• Whether a relationship is analyzed and which type: univariate
analyses confine attention to single variables, including estimates of
Table 6
Illustrative summary of methods for data analysis.
Source: Authors.
Approach Typical applications Limitations
Descriptive statistics or univariate analysis Descriptive or exploratory Involves a single variable or set of variables, validity largely depends on sample
quality
Bivariate analysis (Pearson r correlation,
ANOVA, chi-square)
Exploratory, justifiably small samples or limited
data, or analysis of results from true experiments
Correlation only, vulnerable to omitted variable bias unless data derives from a
true experiment.
Multiple regression (linear, logistic,
MANOVA, ANCOVA, MANCOVA, etc.)
Explanatory, with clear hypotheses Assumptions required for valid estimation (e.g. variables uncorrelated with the
error term) are frequently violated and can lead to bias; problems with “data-
mining” approaches
Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) Explanatory or exploratory; relating to theories
with multiple levels of causation
Subject to the problem of omitted variables, the importance of lower-order
model components, and potential limitations of models judged to be well
fitting
Factor analysis Explanatory or exploratory; when calling for the
collapsing or combining of variables
Simple confirmatory tests (e.g. Cronbach’s alpha) are vulnerable to
assumptions; variety of views about “best practices” for exploratory factor
analysis
Cluster analysis (K-means) Exploratory and explanatory; when needing
segmentation of agents or cases
Not appropriate for tests of statistical significance, no clear consensus on how
to select the number of clusters
Discrete choice analysis (multinomial,
nested, mixed, probit, etc.)
Explanatory, with clear hypotheses; used for
dependent variables that take a discrete number of
values
Assumptions required for valid estimation (e.g. variables uncorrelated with the
error term) are frequently violated and can lead to bias; can be too strongly
embedded in rational actor theory
Latent-class modeling Explanatory; also allows exploration of
heterogeneity via segmentation
Similar limitations to discrete choice modeling; typically requires larger sample
size due to model complexity
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means, standard deviations and confidence intervals; bivariate
analyses estimate the relationship between two variables, through
correlation, ANOVA or a chi-square test of association; and multi-
variate analyses estimate relationships among many variables via
multiple regression and other techniques.• The types of variables to be analyzed, be they continuous, ordinal or
nominal—which in some cases can be transformed from one type to
another.• The type of data to be analyzed, which can be cross-sectional
(sample taken from a population at a given point in time), time-
series (observations on several variables at regular intervals), pooled
cross-section (cross-sectional sample from the same population
taken at two or more intervals in time) or panel (similar to a pooled
cross-section, but with data from the same units in each period).
Further distinctions include aggregate versus disaggregate data (e.g.
US states versus households) and different periodicities of time-
series data (e.g. monthly, quarterly, annual).
Table 6 lists some major data analysis methods by their typical
application and main limitations. For some research objectives, parti-
cularly descriptive research, a simple procedure might be warranted.
For example, a survey of citizen support for a given climate policy
might only require the reporting of the proportion of respondents in
favor, along with a confidence interval. However, most statistical stu-
dies in energy social science are interested in the relationships between
two or more variables. Bivariate analysis explores relationships be-
tween two variables, but typically provides only limited insight due to
the potential for the identified relationships to be spurious, owing to
omitted variables. The exception is data from a true experiment (Sec-
tion 4.1.1), where bivariate analysis of the relationship between treat-
ment and outcome can be interpreted as causal, due to the process used
to generate the data.
Some research texts present data analysis methods from least to
most rigorous. Fig. 3, for example, proposes an arrangement of data
techniques. For most studies, multivariate analysis will be required to
produce meaningful insights, although the rigor of individual applica-
tions may vary widely depending upon both the nature of the data and
the care taken by the analyst - for example, in conducting model spe-
cification tests.
Among multivariate analyses, the most common approach is mul-
tiple regression, which explores how a number of independent (or ex-
planatory) variables are associated with a single dependent variable.
Techniques such as MANOVA are a simply a subset of multiple re-
gression, but are widely used in disciplines that employ true experi-
ments, such as social psychology. In contrast, economics relies almost
exclusively upon multiple regression. Linear or non-linear regression is
used for continuous dependent variables, while logistic regression is
used for categorical dependent variables. The primary advantage of
multiple regression is that researchers can explore hypotheses about the
relationship between two variables (e.g. how household income pre-
dicts support for climate policy), while controlling for (holding con-
stant) other variables that might also matter, such as respondent age,
gender and political affiliation. Although such analyses can be pow-
erful, researchers frequently pay insufficient attention to the various
assumptions that must hold for different methods to give unbiased re-
sults. Nearly any introductory statistics or econometrics textbook will
explain these assumptions, together with the tests required and strate-
gies available when those assumptions do not hold [254]. These issues
are particularly important when using secondary data sources (such as
government statistics on energy consumption and prices) since these
have multiple limitations that are largely beyond the researchers’
control – such as short time series, measurement error and missing or
endogenous variables. Much of the sophistication within econometrics
results from attempts to overcome such problems – for example,
econometricians have developed “cointegration” techniques to extract
the relationship between variables that share a time trend [255].
However, since no amount of analytical sophistication can adequately
compensate for poor quality data, there is an increasing trend towards
the use of panel data (which permits more robust inferences) and quasi-
experimental techniques [256,257].
Table 6 also lists some more advanced techniques, along with their
main limitations. We can’t possibly mention all methods, so we only
highlight a few that have proven popular in energy social science. For
example, structural equation models can be used to explore complex
relationships among variables, particularly when a theory or hypothesis
proposes several layers of causation [258]. For example, it may be
hypothesized that a person’s values influence their beliefs about a
particular energy technology, which in turn influences their likelihood
of purchasing that technology. While this approach is powerful, rig-
orous analysts need to use theory carefully to guide their inquiry [259].
Factor analysis includes methods that collapse or group similar vari-
ables into a single measure [260] (e.g. constructing a composite mea-
sure of pro-environmental attitudes based on several survey questions),
and is used extensively within social psychology [261,262]. Cluster
analysis groups agents or cases in such a way that members of the group
are more similar to each other than to those in other groups (e.g.
identifying consumer segments) [263,264], but the most popular
technique (K-means clustering) cannot be used for tests of statistical
significance, and there is no universally accepted method to select the
“best” number of clusters. Discrete choice modeling is a particular form
of logistic regression that explains and predicts choices between two or
more discrete alternatives, such as between an energy efficient and
inefficient appliance, based upon the characteristics of the different
choices, the characteristics of the relevant actors (e.g. households) and
other relevant variables. This approach has proven particularly popular
in economics and transportation studies [265]. Discrete choice models
were originally informed by expected utility theory [266], but in-
creasingly use other social theories as well [267,268]. Finally, latent-
class models are a particular type of discrete choice model that ex-
plicitly represent heterogeneity among individuals, splitting re-
spondents into a number of similar classes or segments, and estimating
choice models for each segment [269,270].
Appropriate applications of each of these methods must consider
many more issues than we can cover here, and the rigorous analyst will
need to become familiar with textbooks and papers relating to their
chosen method.
In summary, the practices of the rigorous data analyst include:
1) Effectively match the data analysis technique to the research ques-
tion and type of data available;
2) Where multiple methods are appropriate, consider and acknowledge
their individual strengths and weaknesses;
3) Where data are available, conduct more sophisticated and robust
analysis of association (e.g. multivariate rather than bivariate);
4) For explanatory or comparative research questions, state hypotheses
Fig. 3. A scale of rigorous methods for data analysis and statistics.
Source: Authors, synthesized from [251–253].
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clearly up front, informed by theory and avoid re-working hy-
potheses to fit the results;
5) Balance the objectives of statistical performance with the inter-
pretability and usefulness of the results;
6) Carefully distinguish between analyses of association versus causa-
tion;
7) Distinguish clearly between statistical significance and practical
significance-where the latter relates to whether the difference is
large enough to be of real-world importance.
4.1.5. Quantitative energy models
Quantitative energy models have held a central place in energy
research for decades. Such models are computer-based, and are used for
a variety of purposes, including exploring the range of possible futures
under different assumptions and assessing the impact of particular
policy interventions (e.g. carbon pricing or technology mandates). The
different types of energy models can be classified in a variety of ways
[271–274], including: geographical coverage (e.g. local, national, re-
gional, global); sectoral coverage (e.g. single sector, multi-sector, whole
economy); scope (e.g. energy demand, energy supply, whole economy);
methodology (e.g. econometric, general equilibrium, simulation, opti-
mization); and time horizon (e.g. single year, 5–15 years, decades,
century).
For simplicity, Table 7 distinguishes four broad categories of model
and highlights their main strengths and weaknesses. As with other re-
search methods, the appropriate choice of model depends upon the
research question, and therefore it is important to acknowledge the
limitations of each model type – though model-based articles often
neglect such acknowledgement and comparison. Given our focus on
energy social science, we place particular weight on behavioral realism:
that is, better energy models will have a strong empirical basis for their
parameters, include some degree of heterogeneity between relevant
groups, and/or represent the potential for a broad range of actor mo-
tivations (which, for many actors, will move far beyond financial
motivations).
We first distinguish “bottom-up” from “top-down” models, a dis-
tinction that represents the historical basis of many models. Although
these categories have blurred in the last two decades (leaving some to
discard their usage altogether) [281], we believe the broad distinctionis
still a useful starting point. First is “bottom-up” models, a term that is
often equated with optimization (typically “linear programming”)
models that have their origin in engineering and operations manage-
ment. The term “bottom-up” is used because these models explicitly
simulate the operation of individual energy-using technologies (the
“bottom”), which are aggregated across individual sectors (e.g. elec-
tricity generation, households) or the energy system as a whole to give
total energy use and emissions (the “up”) [282]. These models simulate
the ageing and replacement of technologies, with investment decisions
being determined by capital costs, fuel prices, policy interventions and
other factors. Bottom-up models usually include a large number of
current and potential future technologies and simulate the “optimal”
means of attaining some goal (typically minimizing discounted costs
over the modeled time horizon) subject to constraints (usually in-
cluding environmental goals). However, this optimization assumption
is also the main weakness of conventional bottom-up models, as con-
sumers, energy suppliers and other actors are frequently depicted as
hyper-rational decision makers operating with perfect information and
foresight and motivated purely by financial costs– assumptions con-
tradicted by empirical research on human behavior [283]. However,
significant efforts have been made to improve the behavioral realism of
such models, including attempts to incorporate “myopic” decision-
making [284], heterogeneity, intangible costs and benefits and social
influences [285].
In contrast, “top-down” models are macroeconomic and aggregated
in nature, and are commonly used to simulate how changes, or “shocks”
in one sector (e.g. a carbon tax on electricity generation) impact the
entire economy, including changes in prices, investment, employment
and GDP [286]. Most common are computable general equilibrium
Table 7
Strengths and limitations of different types of quantitative energy models.
Source: Authors, based partly on [275–280].
Broad class Type Examples Claimed strengths Critical limitations
Bottom-up Optimization TIMES, MARKAL,
MEDEE, MESSAGE
Detailed and disaggregated
representation of technologies; estimates
“optimal path” for climate mitigation,
Generally lacking in behavioral realism
Top-down Computable General
Equilibrium (CGE)
EPPA, MSG-4,
ELIAS,
AMOS, AIM/CGE
Economy-wide, represents sector
interlinkages and macroeconomic
feedbacks (e.g. GDP, employment)
Not technologically explicit; often a lack of
empirical basis for parameters
Input/output NAMEA, SDA Economy-wide, represents sector
interlinkages
Unrealistic for modeling large shocks or
anything beyond short-term
Simulation “Hybrid” CIMS, NEMS,
IMAGE, GCAM,
MESSAGE-MACRO
Aim to have behavioral realism and to
combine strengths of bottom-up and top-
down models
Difficult to estimate behaviorally realistic
parameters; model integration can be
challenging
System Dynamic En-ROADS Captures feedback loops and non-
linearities
Tend to lack a firm empirical basis for
behavioral assumptions
Agent Based Models EMCAS,
N-ABLE, NEMSIM,
MA3T
Represents heterogeneous agents
(consumers, policymakers, companies,
etc.)
Tend to lack a firm empirical basis for
behavioral assumptions
Climate
change
integrated assessment models
(IAMs)
Simplified cost-benefit IAMs DICE, FUND, PAGE Can simulate feedbacks between natural
systems (e.g. climate) and social systems
(energy systems and economy)
Social and natural components often
oversimplified; integrated analysis face
large uncertainty in monetized damage
costs and discount rates
Cost-effectiveness IAMs IMAGE, GCAM,
MESSAGE
Globally comprehensive versions of
models noted above (e.g. optimization,
macro-economic, hybrid)
Social/demand component has same
drawbacks as model categories above; natural
component often oversimplified
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(CGE) models, which simulate regional or national economies by
combining a social accounting matrix (showing transactions between
different parts of the economy) with equations for the behavior of each
sector, under the assumption that the economy tends towards an
equilibrium. CGE models are calibrated to the economic transactions in
a base year and make the assumption that firms maximize profits and
consumers maximize utility [287]. System responses in a CGE model
are strongly influenced by the assumed elasticities of substitution be-
tween factor inputs (e.g. capital and energy) and different types of
consumption good [288]. Although the results are highly sensitive to
these assumptions, their empirical basis is typically weak [289,290].
The aggregate nature of top-down models means that they do not re-
present specific technologies or actors, but instead use abstract re-
lationships such as production functions [291,292]. This abstraction
leads to the common perception of CGE models as “black boxes”,
lacking transparency regarding the assumptions and processes that lead
to a given finding – though admittedly, most complex energy-economy
models can suffer a similar problem. In most cases, the “black box”
issue can be mitigated in part by comprehensive sensitivity tests and
elaborations in the documentation of the economic mechanisms con-
tributing to the observed results. This category also includes input-
output models (I-O), which can be seen as simplified CGE models with a
fixed production structure and no scope for substitution. I-O models
benefit from simplicity and transparency, but are unable to model price
changes, supply constraints and other market feedbacks and are only
suitable for investigating the impact of relatively small system shocks
over the short-term.
A third category may be called simulation models, grouping a
variety of models that do not seek to optimize a system according to
goals or macroeconomic assumptions—but instead seek to “simulate”
real-world patterns of behavior. These models vary widely in structure
and assumptions, making it particularly important for modelers to
communicate those assumptions. In recent decades, so-called “hybrid”
approaches have emerged, integrating aspects of top-down and bottom-
up models, and attempting to balance the strengths of technological
detail, behavioral realism and macroeconomic feedbacks [293,294].
Indeed, most widely used energy-economy models have either a
bottom-up or top-down origin, but have since moved to some degree of
hybridization. Methods have also been developed to improve the re-
presentation of consumer behavior and preference change in such
models; for example the CIMS model draws from stated and revealed
preference choice models to assign behavioral parameters representing
car buyer preferences [295,296]. In turn, CIMS has been shown to
produce more realistic estimates of the costs of emission reductions
[297]. Similarly, the REPAC-IESD model pairs empirically-derived
discrete choice models (one of vehicle purchase, and one of electric
vehicle owner enrollment into a charging program) with an electricity-
utility dispatch model, finding that the societal benefits of vehicle-grid-
integration are lower than indicated by optimization models [298].
Another type of simulation model – systems dynamics - represent
complex systems by means of stocks, flows, feedback loops, and time
delays. It simulates the non-linear behavior of those systems over time –
including phenomena such as increasing returns, path dependence and
tipping points [299,300]. The systems modelled can range in scope
from individual organizations to the global biosphere and can in-
corporate a wide range of assumptions about system behavior
[301,302]. However, despite their long history, systems dynamics
models have not been widely used in energy social science, in part due
to their complexity and the lack of a firm empirical basis for the re-
levant assumptions. We also include agent-based models in this cate-
gory, which are highly disaggregated models that simulate the behavior
and interactions of multiple individual agents (e.g. firms, consumers,
policymakers). Behavioral realism can vary widely in agent-based
models, depending on how the modeler chooses to represent the de-
terminants of decision-making, and whether there is an empirical basis
for the parameters used. In contrast to system dynamics models, agent-
based models are becoming increasingly prominent in the energy field
[303].
A final category is integrated assessment models (IAMs), a term that
is sometimes applied loosely to any approach that combines more than
one model—making it important to communicate what exactly is “in-
tegrated”. Here we refer mainly to climate change IAMs, which can be
further split between relatively simple cost-benefit IAMs (such as DICE,
FUND and PAGE), and the more complex cost-effectiveness IAMs (in-
cluding three already-noted models: IMAGE, GCAM and MESSAGE).
The cost-benefit IAMs rely on very simplistic representations of both
social and natural systems, and in some cases can be run with a single
spreadsheet (e.g. DICE). Such IAMs have been widely used to estimate
and monetize the damage caused by climate change and thereby to
estimate the welfare impacts of different mitigation options.
Specifically, they can explore the interlinkages and feedbacks between
natural and social systems: for example, how economic activities lead to
increased greenhouse gas emissions, which warms the climate and in
turn create damages that impact the economy (e.g. sea level rise and
increased prevalence of drought and storms). But this approach is
controversial, owing to the highly simplified assumptions required, the
enormous uncertainties about the magnitude of climate damages, the
philosophical difficulties associated with monetizing those damages
and the unresolved debates about the appropriate choice of discount
rate [304–306].
In contrast, the complex cost-effectiveness IAM models integrate
one of the previously mentioned categories of socio-economic model
(optimization, macro-economic, simulation or hybrid) with one or more
natural science models - usually a climate model, and sometimes other
ecological or land-use models as well. Due to this integration, such
IAMs tend to be highly complex, and are typically constructed and
maintained by large groups that specialize in such models, such as the
International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis or the researcher
teams informing the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. The
unique strength of such IAMs is that they are globally comprehensive,
accounting for all types of greenhouse gas emissions from all emitting
sectors—which can then provide useful inputs into climate models of
radiative forcing and temperature change. However, since the social
science component of complex IAMs are equivalent to one of the
modeling types noted above, they suffer the same drawbacks. Further,
because integrating several sub-models require substantial computing
power, the natural science models used in these IAMs tend be more
simplistic than a dedicated climate model.
Based on the summary of energy models detailed above, we con-
clude that good practices of the rigorous modeler include:
1) Carefully select a model type based on its suitability for the research
objectives (including data quality and availability), rather than prior
familiarity;
2) Consider and acknowledge the strengths and weaknesses of different
model types, even if only one is used;
3) Aim for a parsimonious and useful model that avoids excessive
complexity (avoiding perceptions of a “black box”);
4) Maximize transparency in the structure and operation of the model
and in the selection of model parameters;
5) Seek a firm empirical basis for model assumptions and, where ap-
propriate, strive towards behavioral realism;
6) Conduct sensitivity tests and investigate and acknowledge un-
certainties in the results.
4.1.6. Qualitative research
Qualitative research methods are particularly suited to inductive
and interpretive approaches. Inductive approaches begin with em-
pirical observations and seek to identify new insights and categories,
and to generate rather than test hypotheses [307]. Interpretive ap-
proaches aim to interpret the experience of individuals and to identify
the meanings that those experiences hold, rather than looking only to
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establish causal inferences [308]. However, qualitative methods can
also support other forms of enquiry.
Qualitative methods are sometimes attacked for lacking the widely-
accepted standards of rigor associated with some quantitative dis-
ciplines and methods. However, this need not make qualitative research
less rigorous and there have been multiple efforts to establish more
robust standards for qualitative rigor [309,310]. As with all research
methods, qualitative research needs to be designed to suit the intended
research objectives [311], and these objectives often differ in funda-
mental ways to those addressed by quantitative methods.
Table 8 summarizes four approaches to collecting qualitative data
and three approaches to analyzing that data. The most common ap-
proach to data collection is qualitative interviews, which may be either
semi-structured or unstructured; implemented with individuals or small
groups (e.g. households); and targeted at either the general population
or particular stakeholders (often in the form of “elite” or “expert” in-
terviews, see Section 3.3.2). Interviews provide access to people's ex-
perience, motivations, beliefs, understandings and meanings – often
providing a deeper understanding than surveys and allowing follow-up
and more probing questions [312]. These attributes apply equally to
stakeholder interviews, but these raise the additional challenge of de-
termining how the interviewees’ perspective relates to that of the or-
ganization they represent (e.g. government agency, company, NGO).
While interviews are generally effective at eliciting individual per-
spectives, focus groups allow the elicitation of perspectives from groups
of individuals (typically five or more), leading to more socially nego-
tiated responses. Perhaps due to their association with market research,
focus groups are often seen primarily as a low-cost method (cheaper
and quicker than a series of individual interviews) or an initial step in a
larger study (e.g. leading to a larger quantitative survey) [313]. How-
ever, focus groups offer their own unique strengths, namely by con-
structing a social context in which participants can collectively gen-
erate, negotiate and express perceptions and meanings—though of
course, a rigorous researcher must understand and acknowledge the
limitations of that context [314].
The qualitative (that is, semi-structured or unstructured) nature of
both interviews and focus groups makes it difficult to code answers, and
responses will vary significantly between different persons and groups.
As with any face-to-face data collection method there is also the risk of
bias, including a tendency for participants to provide responses that
they see as socially desirable, or desirable by the interviewer. Also, as
with surveys, interview participants may find it difficult to describe
their behaviors, responses or motivations. More generally, effective
implementation of qualitative interviews and focus groups requires the
interviewer to develop a very different set of skills to those required for
quantitative data collection methods [315].
The three remaining methods of qualitative data collection can avoid
or mitigate the challenges of interviewer-participant interaction. The first
two, direct observation and participant observation, involve the witnessing
of relevant behaviors of individuals or groups [316]. Direct observation (or
naturalistic observation) is unobtrusive by design, and might occur, as
examples, in a study of environmental conditions at facilities, buildings,
and other institutions [317]. In contrast, participant observation is more
in-depth, describing studies where the researcher participates and be-
comes somewhat immersed in the relevant culture or practices over a long
period of time. Researchers will interact directly with subjects, typically in
day-to-day contexts, in a sense combining aspects of direct observation
with unstructured or semi-structured interviews. However, such partici-
pant observation can be resource intensive, requiring months or even
years of the researcher’s time. The final category we consider is analysis of
documents, such as reports, letters, websites and news media. Such data
sources can provide insight into the information, frames and storylines
presented by different actors, as well as the social interactions among them
[318].
Qualitative data collection also raises questions of “sample” si-
ze—but sample is in quotations because the objective is rarely to draw a
random sample from the population. Qualitative samples tend to be
“purposive”, that is, intending to access a variety of experiences to fit
the purposes of the study [319]. Unfortunately, there are few guidelines
on how many cases is “enough” and no equivalent to the calculations of
sampling error used for quantitative survey research. Some qualitative
researchers argue that “less is more” in terms of sample size, since depth
is more important than breadth [320]. But there can also be value in
larger samples, especially if that increases the breadth of perspectives,
since this can strengthen both internal and external validity. Further,
qualitative studies that compare samples from different cases, regions
or settings can frequently produce more useful results (see Section
4.1.7). But that said, qualitative “sample” size needs to be examined
and explained for each study’s unique research objectives.
As with data collection, the analysis of qualitative data can take a
range of forms – a feature that may have contributed to the perception
that qualitative research lacks clear standards for analytical rigor. Here
Table 8
An illustrative summary of qualitative methods of data collection and analysis.
Source: Authors.
Category Appropriate for : Limitations
Qualitative methods of data
collection
Interviews (semi-structured or
unstructured)
Accessing individual stories, understandings,
explanations and meanings
Vulnerable to interviewer bias and social desirability
bias
Focus groups Accessing collectively formed ideas and meanings;
testing theories at reduced cost
Vulnerable to interviewer bias; collective patterns of
response might differ from individual patterns
Direct (naturalistic)
observation
Observing actual behavior (rather than relying on self-
reports)
May misinterpret actor interpretations and meanings
Participant observation
(ethnography)
In-depth access to a culture or context (observation and
interaction)
Very time intensive (months or years); immersion may
not be possible
Documents or media Accessing social discourse as presented by particular
stakeholders
Limited to the perspective, agenda and biases of those
who produced the documents
Qualitative methods of data
analysis
Content analysis Well-structured research questions, with a priori
analytical categories
Requires highly-structured framework; can lack
depth of analysis
Narrative or discourse analysis Accessing greater depth, explanation and meaning Methods vary widely; difficult to make transparent
Grounded theory Developing new theory; investigating empirical topics
with very little literature or theory to draw from
Methods vary widely; difficult to make transparent
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we mention three broad types of data analysis that represent different
degrees of structure—acknowledging that the diversity is greater than
we can demonstrate here, and that many qualitative studies use no
formal methods of data analysis at all. The most structured approach is
content analysis, which involves coding samples of interview or focus
group transcripts, documents and communication records with the aim
of systematically identifying categories, themes and patterns and re-
porting these numerically or graphically [321,322]. Content analysis is
most useful for studies that start with a clear theoretical framework or
set of expected categories. However, it is not always effective for richer,
deeper analysis or narrative description [323].
Richer analysis can be achieved through narrative analyses which
seek to analyze text or utterances with the aim of identifying “story-
lines” that particular actors or groups use to frame (i.e. perceive and/or
communicate about) a topic or experience [324–326]. The objective
here can be interpretive, or explanatory in the sense of linking cause
and effect. Narratives can be identified at an individual level (e.g. how
consumers explain their purchasing behavior) [327], or more broadly
for formal or informal social groups (e.g. how oil companies respond to
“attacks” from environmental groups) [328]. Discourse analysis can be
even more sophisticated, attempting to capture how narratives and
rhetoric coalesce into stable meaning systems, institutional practices,
and power structures that can constrain or shape agency [329].
Finally, an example of the least structured analytical approach is
grounded theory, which seeks to integrate the formulation of theory
with the analysis of data, typically iteratively [330]. This research is
called “grounded” because researchers seek to avoid wedding them-
selves to a particular theory before they begin their investigation, in-
stead “grounding” their analysis inductively in the data itself
[331,332]. One particular challenge for grounded approaches is that
they appear in a number of forms, each with different descriptions and
guidelines, across several sub-disciplines [333,334].
In summary, the practices of the rigorous qualitative researcher
include:
1) Effectively match research objectives to the appropriate means of
data collection;
2) Also match research objectives to the type of analysis (such as
content analysis, narrative analysis, discourse analysis, or grounded
theory);
3) Provide detail about the methods used - such as sample size, ques-
tions asked, interview duration, demographic details of respondents,
whether results were transcribed, whether data is anonymized or
attributed, etc.;
4) Clearly explain and justify the strengths (and weaknesses) of the
chosen methods;
5) Include more data (more “sample”) when interviews or focus groups
are meant to access a wide range of experiences in a diverse and/or
large population (e.g. a nation);
6) Use the qualitative data in an effective way within the manuscript -
for example, by providing illustrative quotations or explaining ex-
ample observations.
4.1.7. Case studies and cross-case comparisons
Case studies involve in-depth examination of particular subjects or
phenomena (e.g. individuals, firms, cities, policies, adjustment to a new
technology) as well as related contextual conditions, often using mul-
tiple sources of evidence (e.g. documents, interviews, direct observa-
tion) [335]. The most cited guide to case study research is by Yin [336],
who recommends the use of case studies for “how or why” questions
about contemporary phenomena where the researcher has little control
over events. However, case studies are equally appropriate for historical
investigations. Case studies are commonly employed within energy
social science, but the standards of rigor vary widely [337–340]. We
start by considering several dimensions: type, single versus compara-
tive, temporal variation and spatial variation.
Table 9 summarizes six broad types of case study [341]. Typical
case studies investigate common, frequently observed, representative,
and/or illustrative cases. Examples include case studies of the energy
transition in Germany [342,343], renewable portfolio standards in the
United States [344,345] and climate change adaptation in Bangladesh
[346,347]. Diverse cases attempt to demonstrate maximum variance
along a relevant dimension, so they illuminate the full range of im-
portant differences. These capture the full variation of the population,
but do not mirror the distribution of that variation. Examples include
the nuclear phase out in Germany contrasted with the rebuild of nuclear
in the UK [348], or a comparison of energy transitions in Mexico, South
Africa, and Thailand [349]. Extreme cases look for deviant, outlier, or
unusual values of some explanatory or explained variable, or an ex-
ample that illustrates a rare but important occurrence. Essentially, they
look for “surprises.” Examples include case studies of the Chernobyl
nuclear accident in 1986 [350,351] or the Fukushima accident in 2011
[352], Iceland’s adoption of geothermal energy [353]; Denmark’s am-
bitious wind energy program [354]; Brazil’s ethanol program [355];
and the Deepwater Horizon oil spill [356]. Influential cases seek to
challenge or test the assumptions behind a popular or well-established
case in the academic literature, say by challenging typical cases.
Sticking with our examples, this would include critiques or alternative
explanations for the energy transition in Germany [357,358], renew-
able portfolio standards in the United States [359] or climate change
adaptation in Bangladesh [360]. The most similar method chooses a
pair of cases that are similar on all measured explanatory variables,
except the variable of interest. An example would be the progression of
the Canadian and American nuclear power programs, which began
around the same time in similar market economies but resulted in en-
tirely different designs (light water reactors versus naturally fueled
CANDU reactors) [361]. The most different approach is the inverse, and
refers to cases where just one independent variable as well as the de-
pendent variable co-vary, and other independent variables show dif-
ferent values. An example is contrasting the Chinese nuclear program
with that of India (which began at an entirely different time and under
a different economic system) [362].
The second dimension to consider is single versus comparative case
studies. Single cases are useful for exploration and for generating hy-
potheses - for creating new conjectures in a sort of “light bulb” mo-
ment.. Single case studies tend to be evidence-rich, allowing a range of
relevant factors to be measured and assessed and allowing a consistent
and coherent narrative and argument. A good example would be Geels’
historical analysis of the transition from sailing ships to steamships
[366]. By contrast, comparative cases are confirmatory and good for
testing a hypothesis, or for refuting some of the conjectures arising out
of single cases. A good example would be Oteman et al.’s comparative
study of the conditions for success in community energy [367]. External
consistency is dominant, and comparative cases are useful for ex-
amining causal effects beyond a single instance. Empirically, com-
parative cases must be similar enough to permit meaningful analysis.
Comparative case studies thus have greater variation but frequently
also less depth since not all relevant factors can be examined.
The third dimension to consider is whether a cross-case comparison
requires temporal or spatial variation [368,369]. Spatial variation
(across different countries, regions, scales) can provide diversity but
also challenge comparability of results. Temporal variation can permit
more natural (less artificial) boundaries around analysis as researchers
can include as many relevant temporal events as needed, but may re-
quire more complex analysis to capture the greater complexity of data.
Combinations of spatial and temporal variation can only enhance these
strengths and weaknesses.
These thoughts lead us to the following codes of practice for case
study research:
1) Carefully consider whether to use a single case (deep, exploratory)
or comparative cases (broad, confirmatory), as well as whether and
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how the latter will vary spatially or temporally;
2) Have a well-defined unit of analysis (a well-defined case or cases),
with clear boundaries, consistent propositions and measurable de-
pendent and independent variables;
3) Specify and justify the type of case study chosen, and justify single
case studies to warrant publication;
4) Acknowledge the uniqueness (or generalizability) of the chosen case
or cases;
5) Carefully interpret results according to the limitations of the evi-
dence and acknowledge rival hypotheses and explanations.
4.2. Beware of hierarchies of evidence
Although we recommend a “codes of practice” approach to rigor,
there are some disciplines, communities, and approaches where “hier-
archies of evidence” are utilized to determine the strength of a parti-
cular study. The concept of hierarchies is most prominent in the health
and medical literatures as part of developing concepts of “evidence-
based research” or “evidence based policy and practice” and has since
expanded to other fields such as social psychology and behavioral
economics. The initial hierarchy (Fig. 4) is most relevant to research
based on experimental designs, and it epitomizes a positivist view,
placing personal experience at the bottom (the lowest level of the
hierarchy) moving up through uncontrolled experiments to cohort
studies and then multiple double blind experiments and randomized
controlled trials, and with meta-analysis of randomized controlled trails
as the “gold standard” [370].
Similarly, although less prominent, Daly et al. [373] have proposed
another hierarchy for qualitative research and case studies with per-
sonal experience or a single qualitative case study at the bottom, de-
scriptive studies in the middle, and conceptual or generalizable sum-
marizes or analyses of cases at the top. We have modified this hierarchy
in Fig. 5 by adding more details about types and variation within case
studies.
These hierarchies of evidence have at least two strengths. They are
transparent about expectations in a given field, being exceptionally
clear about what constitutes “good” or “better” research among peers in
that discipline. Second, the implication that different methods can lead
to cumulative impact, where studies can serve as the building blocks for
others, can be useful and perhaps effective in moving towards a
common understanding of certain, specific phenomena in a given field.
For communities and disciplines that subscribe to such hierarchies,
research methods at the lower levels—notably anecdotal experience,
Table 9
An illustrative summary of case study types, strengths and limitations.
Source: Authors, modified from [363–365].
Category Appropriate for: Limitations
Type Typical Commonalities or representative occurrences Focus on “average” instances can obscure diversity as well as
outliers
Diverse Maximum variance or a range of differences Can be difficult to compare and synthesize findings
Extreme, illustrative, or
deviant
Unusual or unique events, outliers or surprises Less probable nature can make it difficult to draw common
insights or recommendations
Influential Challenging popular or well-established cases Requires one to first understand the case they are refuting
Most-similar Comparative, isolating the role of one variable (variation in
only one variable)
Can be hard to find and identify
Most-different Comparative, identifying range of potential scenarios, or
“boundaries” of extremes (variation in all but one variable)
Can be hard to find and identify
Number of cases Single Exploratory and descriptive work, hypothesis testing, deep
or thick descriptions
Lack of external validity, provides limited insights (needs strong
justification to be publishable), lack of breadth
Comparative Explanatory, hypothesis generating, broader generalizability Requires similar access to data, challenges in isolating variables of
interest, limited depth
Spatial variation Yes Emphasizing difference can enhance understanding of
complex spatial variables
Variation within cases or across cases can reduce generalizability
No Uniformity among countries or geographic scales Homogeneity can enhance generalizability but may force artificial
“fits”
Temporal variation Yes Emphasizing difference can enhance understanding of
complex temporal variables
Requires more complex diachronic methods (such as time-series
cross sectional analysis or hierarchical time-series analysis)
No Uniformity and homogeneity among time periods May require one to artificially bracket or confine research
Fig. 4. Hierarchy of evidence for experimental or quantitative research.
Source: Authors, modified from [371,372].
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uncontrolled experiments, pilots, or single case studies—are not ne-
cessarily seen as being inferior to “higher” methods or having no value.
Indeed, moving up the hierarchy is not possible unless others lay the
bricks at the base of the period; meta-analysis for instance depends on
the single cases or cohort studies placed lower in a hierarchy.
However, these hierarchies are positivist by nature, and tend to
reflect and propagate the narrow views of a particular discipline. Some
disciplines have been known to rigidly subscribe to such hierarchies,
systematically rejecting work that uses methods from a “lower level”.
On a related note, the hierarchical view may reinforce the unfortunate
notion that quantitative research is necessarily more rigorous, valid, or
just plain “better” than qualitative research. As we argue throughout
this paper, we favor a more neutral perspective on rigor—identifying
codes or principles that improve the quality of each type of social re-
search method. Ultimately, researchers will have to decide which view
better aligns with their perspective - taking into account their objectives
and disciplinary affiliations. But in general, we advise caution with
regard to hierarchies of evidence and recommend the broader codes of
practice summarized above.
4.3. Appreciate balance, appropriateness and multi-method designs
Excellent or at least effective research requires a balance between
the codes of practice we mention above. By balance, we mean that
studies should not focus solely on maximizing one criteria of rigor, e.g.
having an enormous sample size, using a particularly sophisticated si-
mulation model, or providing a particularly “thick” description of a
case study—at least not just for the sake of doing so. More generally,
and perhaps contradictorily, academic research has been criticized for
placing too much emphasis on rigor at the expense of impact or crea-
tivity—leading to careful but boring research [377] with little social
relevance [378].
Instead, the effective use of each method requires tradeoffs. For
example: large sample sizes can be costly, and are not necessarily re-
presentative; complex energy models can lack transparency, be difficult
to parameterise and add uncertainty; and in-depth analysis of a case
study might be too detailed to permit extraction of practical, general-
izable insights. In short, there are always tensions in research design,
which rigorous researchers will consider, and effectively (and humbly)
communicate in their research.
Another theme that runs throughout our proposed codes of practice is
appropriateness: the methods used must be well-suited to the research
questions and research objectives. This consideration applies to the overall
mode of inquiry (positivist or intepretivist), the research method applied
(e.g. the seven we summarize, or some combination thereof), and the
specific research design, including level of sophistication and depth of
analysis. It is not possible to produce a complete guide of how to work
through this “matching” process—though we provide some guidelines
here. Overall, we argue that no method itself is necessarily “best”, or
“good” or “bad” – rather it all depends on the context and goals of the
project. That said, we have identified certain principles or codes that
should lead to higher quality research.
In considering balance and appropriateness, we emphasize that
some (perhaps even many) studies can involve more than one research
method. A paper could start with a narrative review to determine a gap
and justify or frame a research question before attempting to answer it
with a case study that draws from data collected via qualitative inter-
views. Another study could begin by surveying a group of actors to
solicit their perceptions and expectations, then conduct semi-structured
interviews with a subset of that sample to elicit richer, in-depth nar-
ratives of how those actors connect those perceptions with their identity
and lifestyles.
Mixed-method approaches hold particular promise, given that the
two rough classes of inquiry—quantitative and qualitative—have par-
ticular advantages and disadvantages. Quantitative methods are very
good at validating theories about how and why phenomena occur,
testing hypotheses, eliminating variables and assessing correlations.
However, weaknesses include the fact that a researcher’s categories
may not reflect local understanding or context, may miss phenomena
because of the focus on testing rather than generating new ideas or
insights (confirmation bias), and may focus inappropriately on mea-
surable variables (for which data is available) rather than underlying
causal mechanisms [379,380]. In contrast, qualitative methods enable
data to be based on a participant’s own categories of meaning, are
useful for studying a limited number of cases in depth, can be effective
in describing complex phenomena or cases, and can better reveal how
social actors “construct” different viewpoints [381]. The drawbacks are
that qualitative knowledge may not be generalizable to other people or
settings, may be of no help in making quantitative predictions, may
take more time to collect, and may be more easily influenced by the
researchers’ own bias. Thus, there is much to be gained by mixing
quantitative and qualitative methods, to avoid the weaknesses and to
capitalize on the strengths of each.
In this way, our definition of rigor is about being “careful and
thorough” in one’s research, but not necessarily using the most ad-
vanced, sophisticated or complicated method. All methods have their
strengths and limitations, so an effective definition of rigor is more of a
“good balance across multiple criteria.” In fact, overly complex research
designs can be counterproductive, due to limited resources (lack of
time, funding, access), lack of transparency in the process or results, or
diminishing marginal returns for the added effort (e.g. doubling a
sample size from 1000 to 2000 may have little impact on the size of
confidence intervals around survey responses). In short, temper ambi-
tion and do not become paralyzed by seeking perfection.
5. Promoting style via structure, clarity, and critical thinking
We now turn to perhaps the most prosaic of our three dimensions of
what makes good research: style. Although novelty and rigorous re-
search designs are incredibly important, it can be equally important to
effectively package and present your ideas to journal editors, peer re-
viewers, and eventual readers [382]. In that vein, we have three sug-
gestions:
• Seek a coherent and cohesive macrostructure to an article, including
elements such as titles, sub-headings, placement of paragraphs and
regular signposting;• Pursue clarity of expression in microstructure (the content of para-
graphs, sentences, choice of words, tables and figures);• Aim for transparency, think critically and examine and commu-
nicate the limitations of the analysis, especially insofar as you can
explicitly preempt objections, and bring humility to your research.
Fig. 5. Hierarchy of evidence for qualitative case studies.
Source: Authors, modified from [374–376].
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These components of style amount to conveying information in a
meaningful, accessible and well-reasoned manner. They remind re-
searchers that producing research—asking research questions, de-
signing a study, collecting data, analyzing data—is still very distinct
from reporting that research on paper [383].
5.1. Seek cohesive and coherent macrostructure
This first element of style emphasizes the “big picture” of how a
manuscript looks and reads. An effective writing structure boxes your
analysis (sets its boundaries, limitations, what is included and ex-
cluded) and funnels information (so that it flows like a funnel from
more general statements down to specific statements, then an expan-
sion of those statements). To assist researchers in developing better
macrostructure, we offer a few tips.
First, although the “standard” IMRAD [384] structure of “In-
troduction,” “Materials/Methods,” and “Results and Discussion” can
work well for many manuscripts, authors can deviate from parts of it.
For instance, both the “Literature Review” and “Results and “Discus-
sion” of the paper can be organized in numerous creative ways
[385–387]. For example:
• A chronological structure portrays events, or presents cases, as they
happened over time, aiming to provide an overview or history of the
relevant topic [388,389].• A conceptual structure adheres to the units of analysis, compo-
nents, or sub-components of a particular academic theory
[390,391].• A cross-disciplinary structure presents data according to the spe-
cific disciplines or domains of knowledge it comes from, e.g. lin-
guistics, sociology, history, mathematics, or anthropology
[392,393].• A hypothesis-testing structure first introduces various hypotheses
or suppositions and then organizes the results around testing, vali-
dating, or challenging them [394–397].• A spatial or country structure organizes results by the countries or
geographic case studies being examined [398,399].• A technological structure organizes results by the specific systems
(transport, electricity), technologies (solar, wind), or energy services
(heat, mobility) being analyzed [400,401].• A thematic structure organizes results around the themes emerging
from the analysis, from different dimensions (technical, economic,
political, social) to recurring topics (climate change mitigation,
climate change adaptation) [402,403].• A narrative structure organizes the data and results around a
compelling storyline [404–406].• A hybrid structure combines some of the structures above, such as:
laying out a theory (conceptual structure) alongside country case
studies (spatial structure) [407], by summarizing country case study
results (spatial structure) by theme (thematic structure) [408], or by
presenting propositions (hypothesis-testing structure) from within
the disciplines they originate (cross-disciplinary structure) [409].
Indeed, a compelling case has been made for greater use of narrative
structures (involving physical settings, events, characters and protago-
nists, stories and plots) as an effective form of communication given
that human beings are dramatic creatures at heart [410,411]. That said,
many students and novice writers may want to start with a more con-
ventional structure. In any case, papers should aim to tell a good story,
and the structure needs to be decided before writing commences—and
in most cases will be adjusted as the writing proceeds. We also re-
commend beginning a paper by generating a high-level outline (per-
haps as brief as one page or less, or longer if using the topic-sentence
outline mentioned below), to help plan the structure and to assess how
it all fits together.
Once a structure has been chosen and a condensed outline
generated, we have a few other tips for structuring a manuscript
[412,413].
• Authors should carefully select their title, headings and sub-
headings, as these will help signpost an article. Titles are especially
important, and should mention not only the topic but also (poten-
tially) findings and case studies (if applicable).• Provide roadmaps and textual bridges that connect the different
sections of a manuscript; at times, summative tables and figures that
preview or synthesize an article’s findings or structure can be useful.
By leafing or scrolling through an article, a reader should be able to
spot the main findings easily, as well as figure out how the research
was conducted, and locate any crucial definitions needed to un-
derstand its results.• Aim for similarity of length between the comparable sections of a
manuscript—for example, cases or sub-sections should be roughly
the same size. At the same time, do not force this, as in some in-
stances there can be a good reason to have different sizes.• Maintain paragraph cohesion and a clear flow of logic: paragraphs
need to be tied together in a smooth manner, otherwise it appears as
if an author is simply throwing facts at the reader. Some find par-
ticular success with the use of a “topic sentence outline” that spe-
cifies each section title, and a single, topic sentence to represent
each paragraph of the manuscript. Such an exercise helps to initially
map out the article, and can be adjusted iteratively with the even-
tual manuscript throughout the drafting process. Such outlines can
be particularly effective for planning and organizing expectations
among a set of co-authors.
Recognizing there is a strong subjective element to “good” struc-
tural writing, we nevertheless recommend the list in Table 10 as a
starting point. It contrasts a generically “good” paper with a “bad”
paper across the constituent (and formulaic) components of a typical
manuscript (as we have previously noted, not all articles need or even
should utilize such a structure).
5.2. Pursue clarity of expression in microstructure
If an article’s overall macrostructure is the foundation on which a
manuscript is built, then the microstructure—sentences, words,
diagrams, tables, figures, references—are its mortar and bricks.
Although there is no universal approach to the mechanics of micro-
structure, most (if not all) well-written manuscripts maintain the
following [415–417]:
• Paragraph unity, or “one idea per paragraph.” Each paragraph
should have one topic sentence. That is, a sentence that contains a
subject, verb and object that define what the paragraph is all about
(i.e., “The price of oil is increasing”). In most cases, the topic sen-
tence is the first sentence but it can appear elsewhere. All other
sentences are support sentences - intended to support the claim
made in the topic sentence. So in this case, one would expect to see
evidence that demonstrate the price is increasing. The paragraphs
should not have any other information. So, if an author wants to
explain why the price of oil is increasing, it should be either done in
a separate paragraph with a new topic sentence (i.e. “There are
three reasons for such price increases”) or the topic sentence for the
original paragraph should be rewritten (i.e. “Three factors are
causing increases in oil prices”).• Paragraph parsimony. Authors should keep most paragraphs to a
reasonable length (e.g. typically not more than 4–7 sentences);
avoid excessive support sentences or examples, and let a paragraph
rest when the point has been made.• Subject or verb/object congruence. Authors should ensure ana-
lysis or examples are coherent. For example, if one writes that “the
price of oil is booming,” this is incongruent as prices cannot boom,
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however often reported as such in the media. Idioms and colloqui-
alisms work only when compatible.• Comprehensive referencing. Authors should properly reference
every factual claim, statistic, direct quote, or study/finding that
influenced your argument. Always err on the side of referencing (to
avoid unintentional plagiarism), and always go to the original
source. Further, authors should strive to put others’ work into their
own words—and be sure to use quotation marks in those rare in-
stances where it is appropriate to use the source’s original words.• Appropriate length. As a general rule, authors should aim for
brevity (present article excluded!). If a researcher can say it in fewer
words, or with fewer examples, do so. As the saying goes, “I would
have written you a shorter letter but ran out of time.” Conveying
information via a condensed number of words is often more difficult
than lengthy exposition—yet the condensed version can be much
more readable and useful to a target audience.• Minimal jargon and acronyms. Arguably, any piece of writing
should seek to be accessible to a wide audience, and this is espe-
cially true for the interdisciplinary and applied work in our field.
Authors should thus take the time to identify and carefully define
Table 10
Key structural ingredients of good and bad papers.
Source: Authors, based partially on [414].
Good papers Bad papers
Title Describes topic but also key findings, themes, and contributions,
and/or cases
Describes only the topic or method
Identifies the geographic location of the research (if relevant) Does not mention location or case study (if relevant)
Abstract Clearly states research objectives or questions, methods, findings,
limitations, and future directions
Focuses only on one or two aspects of the manuscript
Is closely copy edited, is not repeated later in the text Is full of typos, or repeated in the text itself verbatim
Introduction Is short and sharp, often with an attention getting device at the
start
Has a messy introduction that is too long
Presents the core argument or question within the first few
paragraphs
Presents the core argument too late
Is well linked with the rest of the paper Is poorly-linked with the rest of the paper
Is well linked with the conclusion and findings Ignores the link between the introduction and conclusion
Previews the structure of the paper to come Does not give the structure of the argument
Research Questions, Frameworks, Methods
and Designs
Has a clear, answerable, interesting research question or
questions
Has an unclear research question or none at all
If appropriate, engages with a conceptual framework or
frameworks
Does not state an appropriate theoretical or conceptual
framework
Is explicit about research design Does not clarify research design
Follows or acknowledges codes of practice for its research design Does not consider codes of practice
Mentions and pre-empts methodological limitations Ignores or hides methodological limitations
Results Actively interprets data Lets data speak for itself
Is selective and judicious about data utilized Presents data not directly linked to the core argument
Tightly couples data and analysis Decouples the presentation of data from the analysis
Discussion/
Conclusion
Aims to make the conclusion the best part of the article Has a thin conclusion
Does not start a new argument in the conclusion Starts a new argument in the conclusion
Does not present new data in the conclusion Presents new data in the conclusion
Uses the conclusion to discuss findings as well as future research
directions
Lets the conclusion be a summary and nothing else
Cautiously discusses limitations and generalizability of findings
(or lack thereof)
Ignores limitations and/or inappropriately presents findings as
fully universal or generalizable
General structure Tells a compelling story for the reader Lets the reader wonder what the results mean
Has coherent, logical structure with clear headings and
subheadings
Has jumbled structure and no headings or subheadings
Strong paragraph unity Lacks paragraph unity
Is well signposted Forgets signposts
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any pieces of “jargon” used in the paper (terminology that is unique
to a particular field, discipline or sub-discipline), and to minimize
the use of such jargon where possible. Similarly, acronyms should be
used sparingly, and when used should be carefully spelled out when
first introduced (and potentially reintroduced in later sections), or
summarized in a list of abbreviations at the beginning of the
manuscript.
Admittedly, the above tips are mostly about the mechanics of writing.
What about the stylistic elements—adding vim, vigor, flair, and character
to your writing so the words sparkle and the manuscript keeps readers
riveted? Here, although it is even more difficult to distil lessons, we ad-
vocate a few. Aristotle believed that effective communication rested not
only on logic (logos) but also emotional connection (pathos) and cred-
ibility (ethos)—good manuscripts often possess all three. Writing more
than a half century ago, George Orwell [418] critiqued writing for being
prone to dying metaphors that have worn out and lost all power (e.g., “two
sides of the same coin,” “chicken or the egg,” “a tale of two cities,”
“Achilles heel”); for using phrases instead of verbs (such as “render in-
operative” instead of “break,” or “mitigate against” instead of “stop”); and
for dressing up simple statements with big or foreign words. To counter
these trends, Orwell offered six general rules that we find helpful:
• Never use a metaphor, simile, or other figure of speech which you
are used to seeing;• Never use a long word where a short one will do;• If it is possible to cut a word out, always cut it out;• Never use the passive voice where you can use the active;• Never use a foreign phrase, a scientific word, or a jargon word if you
can think of an everyday English equivalent;• Break any of these rules sooner than say anything outright bar-
barous.
And, because Orwell was talking about writing in general (from
fiction and poetry to non-fiction), we have a few more tips tailored
especially for academic articles:
• Effectively utilize visual aids (figures and tables, photographs, maps,
infographics and other “visualization tools” [419]) to enhance the
impact of your writing;• Use rhetorical devices (examples, analogies, anecdotes, epitaphs,
poems, even jokes) to (selectively) enhance the appeal of your
writing;• Have fun, be creative, and don’t be afraid to experiment [420].
Writing is too important a part of the academic career to not enjoy at
least part of it.
5.3. Aim for transparency, test and critically examine your analysis
Our last suggestion is to be transparent about assumptions, to think
critically and to actively acknowledge and explain limitations.
Although such an exercise could fall partly under rigor (a part of being
careful is considering contrary viewpoints), we have put it in style
because it is an important stylistic technique that we wish every
manuscript employed.
One way of systematically being critical is to always consider the
five “tests” for a manuscript [421]. Do the assumptions of a model or a
theory fit? Do the conclusions follow from the premises? Do the im-
plications of the argument find confirmation in the data? How much
better is the argument than other, competing explanations? How useful
is the explanation for understanding or explaining other cases? Con-
sidering these tests may mean explicitly adding text to your manuscript
that acknowledges the key limitations in method, theory, general-
izability of findings and so on.
Furthermore, part of aiming for transparency, reflection, and hu-
mility is to appreciate the necessity of the process of revising and
editing. Experienced writers commonly report that only 20% of their
writing time is on the first draft, with the remaining 80% on revisions,
edits and re-writes. Kazuo Ishiguro, who won the 2017 Nobel Prize in
Literature, remarks that good writing requires “a willingness to be
terrible” the first time around, before people see it [422]. Feedback
from others—colleagues, peers, editors, even expected critics—is al-
ways good before submission. Actively seek comments and criticism on
a manuscript (it’s best to know potential weaknesses as early as pos-
sible), since these are far more helpful than praise.
6. Conclusion
To conclude, we’ve thrown a capacious amount of recommenda-
tions at readers. As such, it is difficult (and admittedly contestable) to
offer any type of definitive guidance or checklist for how to design,
implement and write more novel, rigorous, and stylistic studies. After
all, in many ways research itself is a “method of discovery” [423] or a
“craft of inquiry” [424] with no predetermined answers or fully agreed
upon processes. Albert Einstein is reputed to have said that “if we knew
what we were looking for, it wouldn’t be called ‘re-search’.” In parti-
cular, the codes of practice and hierarchies of evidence that we identify
reveal a diversity of research designs and very different approaches,
goals, and aims.
All too often, when one moves away from the limits of a single
disciplinary idea of novelty, rigor, or style, then the guidelines dis-
appear, so we end up with an abundance of low quality work, and in
some cases a lack of appreciation for high quality work. Thus, given the
clear importance of interdisciplinarity in energy social science, we
argue that guidelines are strongly needed. This is not to say that a
rigorous researcher needs to be completely interdisciplinary, fully
trained in all relevant research methods—but at a minimum they need
to have a basic awareness and appreciation of alternative paradigms,
viewpoints, and methods. Such appreciation will inject an appropriate
level of humility into their work and will improve their ability to
conduct and comprehend literature reviews, identify research gaps and
effectively build collaborative, interdisciplinary research teams.
In this admittedly lengthy but hopefully holistic review, we have
sought to establish a comprehensive and clear set of guidelines for the
interdisciplinary field of energy social science. These are not dogmatic,
but instead highlight general principles that are often missing or im-
plied. We therefore posit that stronger research tends to:
• Clearly state objectives. Good papers explicitly ask a research
question (or questions) and/or set out to achieve particular aims and
objectives.• Be empirically grounded in evidence. Good research is data-
driven, based on a foundation of empirical data rather than opinion
(or worse, bias).• Have and communicate a research design. Good papers are as
explicit as possible about the research design and methods em-
ployed, cognizant of codes of practice, and appropriate and ba-
lanced in their execution.• Appreciate multiple methods. Rigorous researchers will explain
how their method compares to alternative methods and approaches.
Even better, novel and rigorous research designs can combine at
least two complementary methods.• Theorize. Many good papers connect themselves to social science
concepts or theories. They test concepts, engage in debates, and
elaborate on conceptual findings about the relationship between
energy and society.• Address generalizability. Comparative research (e.g. across tech-
nologies, policies, regions) can have broader impact. Research in
one region, such as a survey conducted in one country, or a single
case study, needs to make a strong argument for how the results
contribute to theoretical development or are applicable beyond that
case.
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• Be stylistically strong. Good papers utilize a coherent macro-
structure and microstructure, and are written in a way that is crisp,
clear and (at times) creative and fun.• Emphasize strengths and weaknesses. Rigorous researchers fully
acknowledge, explain, and (when possible) preempt limitations in
design, case study selection, methods or analysis.
These principles suggest that energy social science research is en-
hanced by the principles of diversity (intellectual, theoretical, metho-
dological, empirical), inclusion (professional, geographic, disciplinary),
creativity (experimentation, curiosity, ambition) and reflection (ap-
preciation or even omniscience of other work, transparency, critical
thinking, and modesty). Such research is clearly conveyed so assump-
tions are apparent as well as strengths and weaknesses. It may require
teams of researchers and years of hard work to make a significant
contribution, thus requiring both persistence and patience.
There is value to smaller-scale, incremental contributions, where
the guidelines we provide above apply just as well. Each new published
insight can contribute to the broader body of knowledge, in particular
through eventual literature reviews on the subject. Similarly, in more
positivist, quantitative disciplines, individual experiments and statis-
tical analyses are the building blocks for a later systematic review or
meta-analysis.
That said, as much as we want to offer tips and guidance, we must
also remember that energy social science is both a science and an art
[425]. It must be not only logical but emotionally impactful and
credible. It is not only dialectic but rhetoric. It is not only analysis but
argument – the effective presentation of ideas to an audience. While
energy social science remains a collective endeavor, outstanding re-
search shines when it excels across the three dimensions of novelty,
rigor, and style.
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